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I. 0 SIII_IARYii i 1
The l?.ore Compressor Exit _taRe _tudy Progrmn has the primary obje_'tive
of developing rear stage blade designs that have improw, d efficiency by virtue
of having lo_,r losses in their end-wall botuldary layer regions. Binding con-
cepts that off_,r promise of reducing end-wall losses haw, been evaluated in a
multistag., environr_ent. This rel_rt describes the test data and the i_,rform-
ante results for the haselin_ compressor stnl_e that was tested in the Cenera|
Electric Low Speed Research Compressor. The n_ rody_-aamic design of this base-
line stage, which is typical of those required in the rear stages of advanced,
highly loaded core compressors, is described iu Vo|ume I of this 1sport (Ref-
erence l). The test results for those bladin$ conc_pts that offer a pr_lmise
of rt, ducing encl-wall loa_ea ore presented in later volumes of this report.
Overall p_.rformance data and various typ_-s of detailed performance data
are prrsented for the baseline configuration along with the resulting vector
diagrams, lo_s coefficients, and diffusion factors. The data taken for the
baseline configuration show that the design intent pressure coefficient of
0._54 has been achieved at the design intent flow coefficient of 0.408. At
the design pressure rise, the measured efficiency of 0.900 was equal to the
design target.
2.0 INTRODUCTIONJ
Recent pre|iminary design studies of advanced turbofan core compressors
(Ret'erence 2) have indicated that such compressors must have very high effi-
,... ciencies 0 as _.ll as the ,_dvantages of c_pactness0 light weight, and low
cost, in order for advanced overall engine/aircraft systems to have an im-
proved economic pay._ff. Loss mechanlan_ assessments, such as those of Refer-
once 3, suggest that approximately half of tile total loss in a multistage
}'_ compressor rear stage is associated with the end-wall boLmdary layers. Since
only a relatively small amount of past research has been dedicated to the
problem.of finding improved airfoil shara, s for operation in multlstago cam-
:: presser end-wall boundary layers, it is believed that substantial improvements
in that area are likely, Accordingly, a goal of a ISZ reduction in rear stage
_5 end-wall boundary layer losses, ccmapared to current technology levels, has been
[_ set, _%e Core Compressor Exit ,qtage Study Program is directed toward achiev-
ing this goal. glading concepts that offer a pr_ise of reduci.ng end-vail
:3 losses relative to a baseline design haw, been evaluated in a multistage on-
13 vironment. 1he test data and performance results for this baseline binding







3.0 TEST APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
L
3.1 LOW SPEED RESEARCH COHPRESSOR TEST FACILITY
The Lov Speed Research Compressor (LSRC) facility is designed to provide
• aerodynamic data on the performance and flow details of multistage axial flow
compressors, The facility is generally used to determine the aerodynamic be-
havior of subsonic axial flow compressors where the flow characteristics are
. largely viscous or Reynolds number related and are not predominantly compres-
sibility or Mach numbe, related. Although considerations of stage matching
or choke margin cannot be "eudled in the LSRC, fundamental aspects of turbo-
machinery aerodynamics, such -_ airfcit surface boundary layer development and
secondary flow or leakage flow effects, have been studied in the LSRC for the
past 20 years. In effect, the LSRC duplicates many of the essential features
of a small, high-speed compressor flow field in a large, leo-speed machine
where very detailed investigations can be conducted with conventional instru-
mentation and where the flow field can be observed directly by the use of tuft
or flag probes inserted into the flow stream through a transparent casing.
The LSRC configuration for these tests, shown schematically in Figure 1,
is a four-stage compressor having a constant casing diameter of 1.524 m (60
in.) and a radius ratio of 0.85. The axis of rotatton of the compressor is
vertical, and the flow enters from the top through a calibrated beltmouth/
inlet system which filters and measures the flow. A bullet nose was inserted
in the betlmouth to reduce the area of the flow measurement plane to a level
slightly larger than the constant annulus area of the compressor stages. Con-
vergence was selected to produce the largest dynamic head possible in the
bettmouth and stilt allow a small amount of acceleration forward of the inlet
guide vanes (IGVts) in order to reduce the wall boundary layers entering the
compressor. After passing through the blading, the air is exhausted into a
room on the lower floor of the building, dae compressor exhaust system con-
sists of a large, circular throttle plate that can be raised or lowered to
increase the compressor hack pressure by varying the exit area. The throttle
is shown at its two extreme positions in Figure 1. The facility is driven
from below by a 400-hp steam turbine. Rotative speed of the compressor can
be controlled to within +_0.5 rpm. Power input to the compressor is deter-
mined by a strain gage-type torquemeter in the drive shaft between the gear-
box and the tower main bearing. A photograph of the LSRC is shown in Figure 2. _1
A detailed cross sect ion of one stage of the 0.85 radios ratio LSRC test
vehicle is shown in Figure 3. Shrouded stators are used. Starer vanes and
shrouds are mounted in casing rings that can be rotated about the axis of the
compressor using screwjack actuators. This enables the vanes to be moved
past fixed instrumentation in order to give the capability for performing a
circumferential traverse with every instrument in the test vehicle.
The airfoils are 11.43 cm (4.5 in.) in span and approximately 9 cm (3.5
in.) in chord - large enough that _lade edge and surface contours can Le
closely controlled during manufacture. The blades and vanes are constructed
3
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of inexpenAive plastic materials that are molded in high pressure dies so
that outstanding uniformity is achieved. The blades are hydraulically smooth
at the test Reynolds nmnber, based on tip speed and blade chord of 360,000.
Reynolds numbers ._g rhis magnitude are high enough to be above the critical
value for compressor stages and, therefore, can provide a reasonable simula-
tion of the performance of high-speed compressors.
The average rotor tip-clearance-to-blade-height ratio was 1,36X and the
average starer seat-clearance-to-blade-height ratio was 0.78Z, Circumferen-
tial groove ¢a_ing treatment was applied over the tip of only the first rotor
to assure that Stage t would not be the stall-limiting binding.
3.2 TEST STAGE
The baseline Stage A is a low speed model of Stage 7 of the _O-stage,
23:1 pressure ratio AHAC study compressor whose preliminary desil_n study was
conducted trader Contract NAS3-19444 (Reference 2). The low speed modeling
was accomplished by modifying the camber line of the low speed airfoil sec-
tions so that the dimensionless suction surface velocity distributions of
the low speed sections were similar to those of Stage 7 of the AHAC compres-
sor. The baseline Rotor A consisted of airfoil sections having modified cir-
cular arc meanlines and circular arc thickness distributions. The baseline
Staler A consisted of airfoil sections having a 65-series thickness distri-
bution on modified circle arc meanlines, An IGV was designed _hich gave the
! required preswirl to the fluid entering the first rotor in order to achieve
a multistage environment in as few star, as as practical. Standard General
Electric IGV design practices were employed. The details of the baseline
Stage A design and the IGV design are presented in the Design Report (Refer-
ence 1).
A photograph of the assembled four-stage Rotor A is shown in Figure 4,
and a photograph of an assembled Stator A rites is shown in Figure 5.
3.3 I NSTRUMENTATIPq
The instrtunentation used at various loc_tions in the compressor is pre-
sented in Table 1. Standard total pressure rakes and wall static pressure
taps were used tO obtain overall pres_ure rise in the compressor. Airflow
was measured using a calibrated bellmouth, and work input was obtained using
a strain gage torquemeter. The torquemeter was calibrated using weights and
,_y a torque arm. The compressor was run without blading in order to measure
" tare torque and, thus, to obtain corrections for windage and bearing friction
i_ as a function of rotative speed.
[ in addi! ion, the [ollowing instl,mentation was used to provide more de-
t-. tailed measurements of tilt, flow field within tilt, compressor:
?
• A rotating tot+l| pressllrt, rake was ilsed to dr, line accurately the
rotor wake of the test stage. This rake, sho_n in Figure b, is
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1mOUllted on 111o rotating hub and can be traverss_d across one blade
pitch. The prpssures are read by a pressure transducer ins{de
the rotor assembly D and the electrical signal is led out Ly a slip-
ring. The blading shown in this photograph is from another pro-
Rr am.
• Static pressure taps located on the blade and vane surfaces were
used to determine the distribut ion of star ic pressure on the suc-
tion and pressure surfaces. Blades instrumented to yield these data
art, shown in Figure 7. in Figure 7 the blades are sealed on the
pressure side at the hub so that no flow can leak from the pressure
surface to the suction surface. The locations of the surface static
taps are given in Tabte 2. For rotors t the pressures are read by a
pressure transducer/sl ipr ing device.
• Fast-response hot-film anemometers w.re located in an axial line
aft of the four rotors in an attempt to detect the inception of
rotating stall.
• Single-element transverse probes were used to obtain total pres-
sure, static pressure, anti flow angle measurements, The flow angle
measurements were made using flag (tuft) probes which aligned them-
selves to the flow direct ion ++hen immersed in the flow field. The
value of the flow angle was determined by using a telescope/cross-
hair -ighting device attached to a protractor.
_il The data recording and analysis procedures are automated. Pressures
are measured using I_11 b Howell l_del No. 09384 lose-pressure-range trans-
ducers having an accuracy of _:0,025._ of the full-scale (12.44 kPa_ 50 in.
!t20) reading. The transducer is calibrated using a micromanometer. The
data are automatically recorded in a time-sharing computer data file by an
atttomated data controller.
"li TST pRocEOI,R :SThe overall tt, st progr_=n was divided into four parts as outlined inTable _. The, first part involw, d extensiw, t,,sting of the baseline blading_
"_' Stag,, A (Rotor blstator A), in both four-stage and single-stage configura- Ii,
t ions. These test results art, the subject of the present report. The second
part involved a st, riPs of short screening tests to select the best rotor de-
sign and the best starer design based upon tests in four-stage configurations.
These test results can be found in Volume ill of this series. The third part
involved *";tensive testing of the best rotor and best stator designs in combi-
nation using a four-stage compressor configurm ion. These test results can be
found in Voltane !V. The final part of the test progr_lm will consist of exten-
sive testing of a new Rotor C design in a four-stagt, configuration with Stator
S. Results el the test will bc rel_rted in Volume V.
After an initial shakt, do_m test, three s,,parate tests wt, re conducted
usin+t Stage A blading. Fir+lt_ a four-stage coufiguration using the third
- - o ._
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slag(' as the test stare unlh,rha.,t extensive testing. 111is became the base-
lint, configurat ion and the data obtained are outlinL_l in Table 3, Item lB.
Second, a single-stage configuration, using tile third stage of the four-stage
co_flguratiot: discussed above as the test staged wan tested. A major objec-
tive of the single-stage testing was to determine, by comparison with the
multistage test re, suits, the effect that these differences have on overall
and blade element performance and, thus D to assess the rat [onale for utiliz-
ing data from single-stage tests in the design of multistage compressors.
The data obtained ?-e shown in Table 3, Item IC. Since the tOY's were set
during the shakedo ,_ test to give the same level of air angle as measured at
the inlet to Rotor 3 in the multistage test of this binding near design-point
operation, the single-stage testing was done at inlet air angles comparable
to those in the multistage environment. Third, a four-stage configuration,
using the first _tage as the test stage, was tested; the data outlined Ln
Table 3, Item IV, were obtained. The identical blading was used as the test
stage in Items IB, IC, and ID.
Eight types of data were taken during the testing phase: stat|-determi-
nation data, preview data, standard data, casing treatment data, Reynolds
number data, blade surface pressure data, blade element data, and detailed
walt boundary Layer data. A description of each of these types of data is
presented below.
Stall-determination data yield the stalling throttle setting by observ-
ing the sudden decrease in the static pressure rise across the compressor at
stall and listening for the onset of rotating stall. Preview data provide
stage characteristics and efficiency measurements based on casing static
pressure rise, measured airflow, and measured torque. Standard data provide
compressor performance based on mass-averaged total pressure rise from Rotor
! inlet to Stator 4 exit, measured airflow, and measured torque. Casing
treatment data provide a means of assuring that the first stage was not the
stall-limiting stage. Reynolds ntanber data are used to establish performance
trends versus Reynolds ntm_ber as an aid in extrapolating the test data to the
somewhat higher Reynolds ntm_ber levels of engines. Blade surface pressure
datl provide a means of determining regions of favorable leading edge loading
(in'idence), rates of diffusion, and regions of separated flow on the airfoil.
BIn,Is element data give blade element performance and stage vector diagram
quantities based on total pressure, static pressure, and flow angle measured
in a matrix of circtuaferential and radial local ions across a blade pitch.
Sufficient data are obtained to define the wake. Heasurements are taken at
the rotor inlet, rotor exit, and stator exit of the test stage. Detailed
wall boundary layer data consist of total pressure, static pressure, and flow
stogie measurements as close as l g of blade heigh, to either end wall. Evalua-
tion and ct_parison of all these data frtln the varicas configurations have
provided a means of assessing the effectiveness of the part lcutar design





The data analysis procedures follmm, d in reduclng test data have been
described in detail in a Data Analysis Plan prepared under this contract. A
brief summary of these procedures is presented in the following:
• Airflow measurements are based on a calibration of the large belt-
mouth in which measurements of beltmoutb and bullet nose static
pressures were correlated with airflow. This calibration was based
upon detailed radial and circtmferential traverses of total and
static pressure measurements in the bettmouth including boundary
Layer surveys.
• Power input to the compressor is measured by using a calibrated
strain gage torquemeter and applying tare-torque correct ions for
windage and bearing friction.
• The environmental conditions are calculated from measured values
of wet and dry bulb temperatures and barometric reference pressuriz-
ing standard equations.
• ALL pressures are converted to standard units by appropriate con-
version factors and normalized. The pressures after, normalization
are in the form
PAbsolute - PREF
P_k_rmalized = _I OREFt12t (l)
The pressure coefficient, t', is computed from
- _, = AH(isen) (2)
±2
whcr_, isentropic enthalpy rise is determined frt_n measured pressure
_ rise ,sing standard thermodyn_anic relationships. Expanding these
relationships in a po_.r series to obtain pressure riseD AP_ rather
than pressure coefficient, and rearranging the resulting equation,
yields the pressure coefficient in the form
_! AP | l AP _+l AP
L _" " t 2 t - 2"-_ *... (3)
• -- 6y 220REFIVt
oooooooa_-rs;-o;......'
F,lr prt.yi,.w dalzl, th,. pr,.s_zire tiN,. is det,.nninod from tlze casing
static pr,,ssurt, measurement. _\_r stzlndard data, the pressure rise
is detemim, d irt_n mass-averag_,d total pressure measurements.
Plow coefficient, #, is computed from
, - {4)
ALlt
where W is the measured airflow, O is the average of the inlet and
discharge density, and A is the annulus area of the compressor.
The work coefficient, $, is computed from
T
= (5)
2 °REFU_ * st&
where T is the measured torque corrected for windage and bearing
friction, and _ is obtained frL_n Kquation 4.
The, torque efficiency is the ratio of the isentropic enthalpy rise
consistent with the pressure rise divided by the total enthalpy
delivered to the compressor,
n = (6)$
The relative total pressure data obtained by using the rotating
total pressure rake is reduced by using the following equation
Pt _ It measured _- OREFU (7)
which is based on the asstnnption that the fluid in the pressure
lines has constant density OREF and rotates at the wheel speed.
Tht" loss coefficient, w, is compttted from the following equation
• Ptin - Pt°ut (8)
Pt in - Ps in
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Loss ¢oeffigients for the stators are obtained by subtracting the mea-
sured absoiute total pressure at the staler exit fr_ the measured absolute
total pressure at the staler inlet, 11wse measurements are taken in a matrix
of radial and circumferential locations sufficient to define radial varia-
tions and to define the wake. Circumfer: ttal average values of pressure are
computed. The loss coefficients for the ,Jtors are then obtained by subtract-
ing the measured exit relative total pressure from an estimate of the inlet
relative total pressure. This estimate IP obtained by averaging the three
highest relative total pressures measured at the exit plane.
Theoretical velocity distributions along the suction and pressure sur-
faces of the blades and vanes in the Low Speed Research Compressor are com-
puted by using the Cascade Analysis by Streamline Curvature (CASC) computer
program discussed in Reference I for operation near the design point. In
order to compare these CASC distributions with experimentally measured dis-
tributions, one must calculate the velocities on the blade and vane surfaces
from the static pressures measured on these surfaces. ,_ _ equation sdaich
relates the normalized velocities and the measured pressures is
where the nonsubscripted variables indicate blade surface conditions, the
subscript indicates upstream conditions, Fc is a ct_apressibilitv correc-
tion (which was taken as tinily since the Math ntm_ber was so low), and total
pressure is dsstned constant. For each radial immersion where comparisons
were made, the blade surface static pressures, PS, were obtained from
experimental measurements. The total pressure used in Equation q was that
wllue which made the minimtaa velocity ratio on the presstlre sttrface as com-
puted from the measured data equal to the minimtan w.locity ratio on the
pressure surface as computed by CASC. Although this technique for obtain-
ing total pressure does not provide valid comparisons of velocity magnitude
bet_,en the CASC results and the experimental t'esults, tt does provide com-
parisons of the shape of surface velocity distributions that are useful i.n
diagnosing differences in incidence angle and regions of flow separation.
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4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
i i .
Test results for the baseline stage consisting of Rotor A running with
---_, Starer A are presented and discussed in the following paragraphs.
I" 4. I SHAKEDOW.NTF,S_'
A shakedown test was conducted on a four-stage configuration using Rotor
A/Stator A blading. The purpose of this rest was to verify the mechanical
integrity of the new hardware and to determine if the inlet guide vanes (TGVts)
and starer exit swirl angles were in reasonable agreement.
The first test run confirmed the mechanical integrity of the test vehlcle.
The mechanical operation of, the rig was quite smooth and no difficulties were
encountered.
Testing was then conducted to verify that the level of the swirl delivered
by the TGV was reasonably close to that delivered by the staler vanes. Pre-
liminary measurements of swirl angles, made at the exit of the TGV and at the
exits of the stators, are presented in Figure 8. These flow angles were ob-
tained at a midpassage circumferential position and, therefore, do not repre-
sent circtanferential averaged values. Also, the small correction factor to
the angles discussed in Section 4.6.1 was not applied to these data. At each
radial immersion the Ibm/ ex;.t air angle shown in the figure is the average of
the angles obtained for five throttle settings from wide-open to stall, while
the staler exit air angles are the values obtained at a flow coefficient of
0.424, which is scmewhat larger than the design flow coefficient of 0.407.
The data indicate that the average TGV exit swirl angles after correction are
about 0._" to 1.0" smaller than the design distribution near the pitch line
and about 1.5" to 2.5" smaller near 15_ and 8OZ immet-sion. The IGV exit swirl
angles begin to increase near the casing, becoming larger than design intent
in the outer 5Z immersion. The stator exit swirl angles agree reasonably well
with the design distribution from 30Z to 90Z immersion but become larger than
design between 10Z and 20Z immersion, proba_.ly f-ore the effects cf secondary
flow. Based upon these preliminary results, it wcs decided to conduct all
Ii testing without any changes in stagger angle of th_. blading.I
II 4.2 CASING TREATMENT TEST REStlI.'rs
Tests in wilich preview data were taken wer,, conducted for three different
casing treatment window geometries in order to _tid in determining tilestall-
°!. limiting stage and t,._ select the casing gecsnetr_ to he used throughout the
Although four idontical stages were teste., the repeating stage environ-
ment was not established until Stagt, 2 or Stage 3. It is, thus, very desirable
LO
. • , . o ° ° .
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that Stage l not he the stall-limiting blading. In order to make thin asnens-
meat, circumferential groow_ caning treatment wan applied over the StaRe l
rotor tip exclusively. The 8.7% improvmnent in ntall margin, shown in Figure
i1 9 for this configuration, indicates that the first-stage rotor wan indeedstall-limiting without casing treatment. This stall margin improvement was
_,:_ obtained with no t_easurable change in the rest of the pressure flow charac-
teristic or in the efficiency curve. Circumferential groove casing treatment
was then applied over all four rotor tips. The slight additional improvement
in stall margin shown in Figure 9 indicates that Stage 1 is probably no longer
stall-limiting when casing treatment is u_ed. However, there was a loss in
efficiency and a slight loss in pressure rise with treatment over all four
rotor tips. Based on these test results, it was decided to conduct all four-
stage tests in the program with circumferential groove casing treatment over
Rotor 1 tip only and smooth windows over the rest of the rotors.
4.3 OVERALL PERFORMANCE
The overall performance of the baseline configuration, which consisted of
Rotor A with Statue A, was determined from preview data and standard data.
These test data are presented as graphs of pressure coefficient, work coeffi-
cient, and torque efficiency plotted as a function of flow coefficient. The
tests were conducted at an average rotor tip-clearance-to-blade-height ratio
of 1.36Z and an average stator seal-clearance-to-blade-height of 0.78Z. The i'_
test Reynolds number was 3.6 x 10 5 . As discussed previously, casing treat- i
ment _,as applied over the tip of the first rotor only to assure that Stage 1 il
would not be the stall-limltlng birding.
4.3.1 Four-Stase Confi_urat ion
The overall performance of the four-stage Rotor A/Stator A configuration
is presented in Figure I0 and tabulated in Table 4. The design intent pres-
sure coefficient of 0.555 has be_n achieved at the de._ign intent flt,w coeffi-
cient of 0.407. At the design pressure rise, the measured efficiency of 0.900
was equel to the design target. Peak efficiency of 0.9045 occurs at a flow
coefficient of 0.388, and peak pressure rise occurs at a flow coefficient of
0.363. At values of flow coefficient less than 0.363, the pressure flow char-
acteristic rolls over and flattens out until a crisp rotating stall occurs.
The radial variation of normalized total pressure at the compressor dis-
charge is presented in Figure II. Of particular significance is the weaken-
ing and eventual collapse of the hub region at peak pressure rise. From 80%
immersion to the hubD very little increase in total pressure rise has been
achieved as the ct_npressor is throttl,,d from peak efficiency to peak pressure
rise. Probing the hub region with tufts indicated that boundary layer sepa-
ration was occurring on the stator vanes and becoming progressively worse as
stall was approached. This results in the rollover and flattening of the





The overall performance of the single-stage Rotor A/Staler A configura-
tion is present,:d in Figurv 12. This configuration was tested without casing
treatment over the rotor tip in order to make comparisons with the test stage
(third stage) of the four-stage configuration. The data in Figure 12 show
that the slngle-stage config, raLion i_ pumpin_ more flow than the four-stage
average and that the single-stage configurat;.on achieves a higher peak pres-
sure coefficient, tlowever, the peak efficiency of the single-stage configura-
tion is approximately 2.0 points lower (based ,m preview data) and 0.8 points
lower (based on standard data) than that of the four-stage configuration.
4.3.3 C.c_pari.son of .Single-Stage and Hultistage ' Results
The individual characteristics of the single-stage and four-stage con-
figurations are compared in Figure 13. For flay coefficients above 0.38, the
single-stage characteristic compares favorably with the first-stage charac-
teristic of the four-stage configuration, although the single-stage charac-
teristic is not quite so steep at larger flow coefficients. Compared to the
Stage 3 characteristic of the four-_tage configuration, the single-stage
characteristic has about the same slope but is operating at about 2,5_ higher
flow and about 4Z higher pressure coefficients. The significant differences
in the characteristics occur at flow coefficients below 0.38. Both the sin-
gle stage and the first stage of the multistage configuration achieve sig-
nificantly higher peak pressures than those of the other stages. This dif-
ference probably results from the cleaner, more constant inlet conditions at
the first rotor inlet. During throttling, the first rotor inlet is not
subjected to the thickened wakes, increased deviation angles, and separated
flow that the downstream stages feel. Perhaps even more striking is the
higher pressure achieved by the first stage of the four-stage configuration
compared to the sing',e-stage configuration. This could result from the casing
treatment or from the stabilizing influence of the downstream stages pulling
on the first stage of a multistage configuration.
A comparison of the radial variation of normalized total pressure at the
compressor discharge is presented in Figure 14 fox' the single--stage and the
four-stage configurations. Pressures for the four-stage configuration have
been divided by four in order to make comparisons with the single-stage re-
suits. At both throttles presented, tht,sinple-gta_,t,dat_lcxhlbits a r_.duction
in total pressure rise at both the tip region (OZ-20Z immersion) and the hub
region (20g-lOOZ immersion) compared to the multistage results. At the peak
_7 pressure rise throttle the higher pressure rise achieved by the single-stage
configuration is evident in the figure.
.-." 4.4 REYNOLDS NUNBER TEST RESULTS
I/ The essentially incompressible flow in the test ctaupressorallows stage
• performance to be presented as stage characteristics tllat.areindependent of




'.) number. In order t_ do/ermine theee performance variations, a series of pro-
vi,,w data points was taken at seven different rotativ., speeds covering a range
of Rvynoldt_ ntmlbcrs fr_ 0.94 x 105 to 4.00 x 105. The results presented
;_ in Figuree, 15 and 16 serve as an ai,J in extrapolating the test data to the
:t somewhat higher Reynolds number levels employed in engines.
:_-5,
'" . tl.5 BLADE AND VANE SURFACE STATIC PRESSURE TEBT RESULTS
'_-t The measurements of static pressure on thc blade and vane surfaces are
,± presented in Figures 17 through 22 and tabulated in Tables 5 through IO for
(1) the four-stage configuration witl| the third stage as the test stage,
,_ (2) the single-stage configuration, and (3) th,, four-stage configuration withthe first stage as the test stage. The measurt,d pressures have been normal-
i.'3 ized by the dynamic head based on tip speed, 1/20REb.U _. Suction sur-
"1 face measurements are presented as solid lines and pressure surface measure-
,J merits as dashed lines. Data were obtained for an open throttle, tile design
;.'_ throttle, tile peak efficiency throttle, tilt, peak pressure rise throttle, and
:_ the near stall throttle for the third stage. (Ipen throttle data were not ob-
tained for the single-stage test or the first-stage test.
4.5.1 Four-Stage Configuration (Third Stage as Test Stage)
The normalized static pressure measurements on the blade and vane sur-
faces art, presented in Figures 17 and 18 and Tables 5 end b, respectively,
for the four-stage configuration with the third stage as the test stage.
The rotor data in Figure 17 indicate a uniform diffusion from the loca-
tion of the peak suction surface velocity (minimum static pressure) to tile
trailing edge for all blade sections and all throttles except the peak pres-
sure rise and near stall throttles close to the hub (Figures 17d and e, re-
spectively). In this hub repion, evidence of flow separation is seen us a
disllnct decrease in slope of tilediffusion rate (static pressure gradient)
ou the suction surface of the blade. For tilt. peak pressure rise throttle,
this occurs at 7t)_ chord lor qD_, immersion (l"iv.ure 17t.) and at about 80_; chord
lor 807 immersion (Figure lYd). For the near :;tall throttle this distinct de-
crease ill diffusion rate occurs at 50,*/ochord f.r 9OZ immersion (Figure 17e)
! and at 80". chord for 80Z immersion (Figure 17d). Apparently, flow separation
on the rotor begins at the hub and moves toward the leading edge and radially
outward as the compressor is throttled. The increase in le_ding edge loading
as the compressor is throttled toward stall is evident at all .mmersions.
Tilt.re is evidence of the effects of secondary flow and tip leakage on the
suction surface pressure distribution of the rotor _wer the first 25Z of the
cbord (Figure 17;I). This is st, t,i! as _'111 increase in ,,_tatic pressure on the
stlction sur[l,ct' frolll zero to :lbottt R°, chord, |:ollowt, d by a decrease in static
pros,qtlrt, frolll 8",. to about 40'_, chord, this salllt' type of profile was observed
Oil tilt' sttction silt'tact' nt'glr till, tip in Rt, ft,renco /4_ although the locati,,n of
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The starer data in Figure 18 suggest that the diffusion pateern on the
suction surface is not as healthy as that on the rotor. The rate of diffusion
tends to decrease near the trailing edgt, indicating I_oundary layer separation
may be developing. This flow separation on the suction surface becomes sig-
nificantly more evid,,nt near tile hub at the peak pressure rise and near stall
throttles as seen in Figure 18c through 18e. For the peak pressure rise
throttle, separation is indicated by the flat static pressure on the suction
surface beginning _t about 50% chord for 95% immersion and at 60% chord for
80% immer,_ion (Figures 1Be and d, respectively). For the near stall throttle,
separation is indicated at about 20% chord for 95% immersion, at about 35%
chord for 80% immersion, and at 60% chord for 50% immersion (Figures 18e, d,
and c, respectively). Probing this region with a tuft probe confirmed the
presence of large areas of separated flow. Flow separation for the starer
apparently begins at the inner diameter and moves toward the leading edge and
radially outward as the compressor is throttled.
The blade and vane surface static pressure measurements indicate that the
Rotor A/Starer A four-stage baseline configuration is hub-weak.
4.5.2 Single-Sta_e Configuration
The normal{zed static pressure measurc_nents on the blade and vane sur-
faces are shown in Figures 19 and 20 and Tables 7 and 8, respectively, for the
s;ngle-stage configuration. Tills configuration was run without casing treat-
ment over the rotor tip so that the stage geometry of the single stage matched
that of the third stage of the four-stage configuration as closely as possi-
ble.
The rotor data in Figure 19 show a uniform diffusion from about 40% chord
to the trailing eogc for all throttles at 5%, 20%, and 50% immersions (Figures
19a, b, and c). No evidence of flow separation is apparent. However, for 80%
and 90% immersions, Figures lqd and e, there is a substantial decrease in the
rate of diffusion for all throttles beginning at about 70% immersion in Figure
19d and from 50% to 70% immersion, depending upon throttle, in Figure 19e.
These diffusion rates are clearly different from those shown in Figure 17d and
e for an embedded stage operating in a multistage environment. This will be
discussed further in Section 4.5._.
As seen before in Figure 17a, there is again evidence in Figure 19a of
the effects of secondary flow and tip leakage on the suction surface pressure
distribution of the rotor over the first 30% of the chord.
The statt,r data in Figure 20 indicate that, for all throttles and all
immersions, thert, is a continuous diffusion from t!°e point of minimum static
prt, ssure oll the suction surface to the trailing edge, although there is a
change in the rate of diffusion near the hub. This change in the rate of
diffusion is most evident at 50% chord for 95% li_mler.,;lon, Fiyul'e _()e, _lt tilt'




4.5.3 Four-Stage Configuration (First St:_2, as_Teat Stag.e - )
The normalized static pressure measurements on the blade and wine sur-
Iacoas presented in Figures 20 and 21 and Tables q aml I0 for tilt,four-stage
configuration with the first stage as the lest stage, are qualitatively simi-
lar t_l those shown in Figures 18 and 19 for the single-stage configuration.
IIowew.r, there are two regions where tile differences are noteworthy. First,
lilt, rolor hub region for the four-stage configurat ion/first stage tested
(l"t);Itl't'.q ?Ill, t,) ;ippt,;Ir:; t_ I'll., ;;[l'Otl)_t'l" II|;lll lilt' hltl_ l't,s',itln of tilt' Sill_t, lt '-
stage configuration (b'i_;ures lttd, e) as evidenced by tilt, difference ill tile
diffusion rate. Secondly, tilt- rotor tip region shown in Figure 21a has a
different suction-surface diffusion rate near stall frt_n shoot 30l chord to
60X chord than that shown in Figure lqa. This is probably caused by the
casing treatment. These differences are discussed in the next section.
4.5.4 t_mparlson o1_ Four-Stage and Single-Stage Results
A comparison of blade surface slat ic pressures for tile four-stage and
single-stage configurations is presented in Figure 23 for the design point
throttle and tile peak pressure rise throttle. For these comparisons the zero
level of static pressure was taken as tile maximtma static pressure measured on
tilt, pressure surface, and the difference, Ap, between this zero level and
pressures at other locations on tilt, airfoil was plotted. The data taken near
the hub of tilt, rotor for tile single-stage configuration (Figures 23c, d, e, f)
show evidence of flow separation in tilt, change in slope aml in tile fl,attening
of thp suet ion-surface pressure distribution. This begins at about 80g chord
in Vigure 23c, 70_ chord ill I"igures 2"ht and e, and _t)7,, chord ill b'igure 23f.
Neither of the other two configurations exhibits such a pronounced effect.
Apparently, tile other stages in the multistage confit;urations have a stabiliz-
ing effect on the rotor hub,
At the rotor tip (l,'igures 23a and b) tilt, loading for both tilt, single-
stage configuration and tile four-stage configuration with the f:rst stage
as tilt, test stage is higher thau that of tilt, embedded stage.
4
/
Vallt' surf;If't, :;tat iv pressures for tilt, mult istagt' and JA COlllpar i SOil Of tilt'
single-stage tout igur-lt ions is presented in Figure 2/4. The data indicate that l
tilt, stator is oper;Itiug about tilt, s;nnt, for all coal igurations at tilt,design !]
point, llowt, vel', /it tilt' peak pl'essure throttle tilt, staler ef both tilt, single-
_tage and first-stage configurations is ruuning with noticeably less flow 'il
separation in tll,, hub (inner di:mleter re_,ionl.
4. '_. q t:ompar i sons wi_t/_ l'.o_tt,?lt !.a I_?'low _(t!A.S.C.\ S_o_l.utions
The velocity distributions along thp suct i_n and prt,ssurt, surfact, s of
lilt' blades ;llld V;IIII'S Wel'e conll,utod |rolll lilt, Int,ilsltl-t,tt pressure distributions as
discusst,d ill .qt'cl loll 't.t_. 'l'ht,st, velocity disllibutions were then compared
with tin, pot,,ut i:ll flow I'ASC d istribul ions. 'l_lp results are presented in
Figures 2q and 2b. Tilt' spanwisp lot-at ions ot the I:ASC calculations did not
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always cuin¢ide with those of the static t_,ps; tile CA_;_: immL,rsions are indi-
cat.ed Oll tilt, curves in the_e case,,. AI I comp,.riaona art, made at the design
point throttl., .erring.
C.ompnrisons for the rotor are shown in Vigure 25. The significant dif-
ferences observed on the suction surface near the tip in Figure 25a are
attributed to secondary flow/tip |eakagt, effects (Reference 4). _he auction
surface velocities tend to be low fr+mm %?o to about 30X chord and high from
I0+_ to 00_. l_lese w, locity perturbations art, induced by the tip clearance
vortex that moves away frt_ the s,,ction surface, and away frx_n tht, casing as
percent chord increases. The test results are in good agreement with CA,_I_ at
the pitch lint, shown iu Figure 2Sb. Airfoil Ioadings near the leading edges
indicativ,, of incidence sag|ca, apt_,ar to be ahta, t ,'is intended. Near the hub
(Figur,, 2%) the leading edg,, loading is a little high, apd there does appear
to be slightly less peak suction-surfac,, w, locity diffusion than inteaded.
t_mparisons for the statoz ar_, shown in Figure 26. Airfoil loading near
the leadin;_ edge is larger than predicts,d, especially near the end walls_ and
the velocity diffusion on the aft portio,i ot the airfoil is less than pre-
dicted, b:vidt, ntly the stator is operating at higher incidence angles (leading
t,dg_,airfoil load|ass) at the design point than intended. This _nld help to
explain the large regions of sepa_'ated flow foulld on the staler hub as the
ctmapressor is throttled toward stall.
6.6 BI.ADE F+I.I.:HEN'PAND WAI,I, BOUNDARYI,AYER TEST RE.qUI.T.q
8lade t,l_+mt,nt delta and wall bound+iry iax,:,r dater provide vector diagrean
qu+illt it ies frtml mt,+lattl't'd valut, a of tot:ll prt'_suve, slat ic pressuret and flow
angles in a matrix el circumferential aud radial locations across a bladt,
pitch. 'Pitt" i'mlial stlrvt, y+1 o| pl',,ssl11+_, +111dflow +lllgi_,. takt, n betwet, n ad+jace111
st+flora, .+Irt, tlst,d to {i.g tilt, shap,, el th,, r;idi,ll distiibulion; circttmlt, rt,lltiaI
Stlrveys +irt. u+qt,d 1¢, I ix th,, al, sol,,t,, l,.v,,l el th,' distrib,,tion. Tilt, uit'astlre-
Ult'llt.++ .11,' I,il,,'u ,_t If,' l'OtOl i,,It't ,lad ,it the' ,_,tL,I .Ithl ';t,llOf d|;;¢llili'{;t','; el
the t_,.,;t St+lilt '. '111,' b;11"s iii tl., t ig,,r0,.,+ indlc+ite tht, var{+It io11 of meastlt-ed
valut, s acro..,._ flu' circumlert, uti-iI blade spacing. 'I"Iu, detailed walt boundary
, layer dat+i art, iut'luded in the radial pi'otilt,s.
4._.1 .V,:,9+-,_+_+t+2bT+)+n_L!£,u,.atioll_'nlird Start, as Test Sta sip_)
Pr t'S 8 tl F C S
Z_ .........
{h,t+_ilt,d s.1"v.,va el notinalii:,,d +11+solut,, total and st+Itic pressures sit 111,,
I.+ third rotol lul,.t tl'I+m_, l.Ol, third l,,to, ,,xit (l'laut, i,h), lind third 8tiitor
t'xil tl'Iau,' ,'+.ill ,II,, lSi+,,St,lltt,d ili Fi_;ui'es 77 tllrotlgh 30 .ind ill 'l',d,l_' It Ioi +
++
: tht, th,+;i{.n point throttl,,, the, i+,,;Ik t'lt+¢It+11¢V lhl+ottlt ', the peak presstlre I"i8t,
',_. thl,+tt|,', +111dII_,' ,tea, stall thlottl,'. '1%,, dill,'l+,,I1¢, , bt, tween the tot¢iI pl'es-
+ S11i,, ill I'1+I11,' +.', +111d I.I) l+,,lvt+,s,,uts lh,, tot+i{ l_i'_,ss111+, ' lim' az'l'Ol+s 111,' rotor.
:+ Th,' ¢lill¢,r,,llC,, l,,,tw¢,,,u th,, total l+l+¢,.,+Slll',,m +it l'l+in,, 1.'_ +I11¢I/+.I) l'¢'pl+t,S¢,lltN the
111
• " " "+ .... r++ ++ + _" " " ........ _+', t_ Pj .++!"+ ", +"__'+.'+..,++ ..,.
......... "" '.... ' °" " "_'" _" " " 'g'="......... ,,)_+,:_L_J . "" ";++....'_.......... .lc--_,-..... "---_. . ,.-,,
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I.,;;.'; ;icro,_,, llli, slat,_r. 'rile ri,l, ion el _,nd-wall loll; ill tile staler frt_ O_ to
- ;'0_: imm_.rsi,.i a..d lr,_n 81)Z It. ilion, i,m.,r_ion is evident. The high-lo_s region
I r_ml 6t)_ immt, r. ion tl_ the stator hub m, ar at al 1 is part icul arly not iceable in
Figure 30. 111,, Xotor ^/Staler ^ con! igural ion is hub-weak, and this large re-
gion of separated I luw exists at tilt, near stall throttle. These data are in
agreement with tilt, flattening of the wme surface static pressure measurements
shown tn FLgures 18d and 18e for the near stall throttle.
L
_, The static prt-ssure rise across tile rotor is seen as tl_o difference be-
tween tile measured pressures in Planes 3.0 and 3.5 and that across the staler
as the difference between Planes 3.5 and 4._. This gives a pitch line rea¢.-
tion at the design point throttle of about b6:_.
Flow Angles
betailed surw, ys of absolute air angles at the third rotor inlet, third
rotor exit, and third stator exit are presented in Figures 31 through 3b and
in TablL' II I_I" the' d_,:;ivn plaint thrL_ttlc, th,' l_';Ik l,ll icl_'t_cv throttll,, tilt,
peak pressure ris_, throttle, and the near stall throttle. A small correction
factor to tlle l'Iow atzi:les, which i_ needed because of the geometry of the mea-
surlng system, was used in the dat,'l analysis. This corre¢tion would yield
true flow angles that were about (1.5 ° larger than obserw.d at lO0_ immersion
and about !.1 ° larger ;it zero perct, nt immersio==. 1t_e correction factor to the{
=o( flow angles has not been incorporated into the data shown in the figures but
t has been incorporated in the data shown in the tables. The h, ading and trail-
ing edge metal angles for the staler at'e shown in the figures so that the inci-
dence and deviation anglos are easily seen.
_l_e data in l'igure 31 indicate that the de_ign intent swirl distribution
has been achieved at tile _,xit plato, ,_f the thir,I staler. The increase in in-
cidence and deviatiou angles as the compressor .s throttled to stall is evi-
dent in Figures 11 througll 34. The deviation a_gles near the outer diameter
are lower for Staler 3 than for Staler 2, part i,'ularly near stall, perhaps be-
cause the hub is bre.lking down in Stage 3, although it is suspected that the
flow angles in the outer 5g immersion at Stator 3 exit may have been read a
few degrees low.
Total Pressure Circumferential Survey and l,oss Coefficients
R,,lat iw, total pressur,, lllt.aStlt'L,lllt'nts ilCl¢";' ;i c ircunlt erent ial blade spat--
lag were obtai'.,d at II radial imn.,r_;i_ns usin:., tlw rotating rake shown in
Figure b. ?_e resu|ts are presented in Figu1"_,, 37 through 40 for the various
lhr,,lll_.s. 'l'|i_, r,,¢,,r wake, is cl_,arly evident ,_. is I11_, increased size of this
wake near st:ill, l,articularly ut,ar tile hub (Fir,, l-t. 4l)). An interesting fea-
Itn'e el lll¢,S_, oil cumlt, r,,nl ial snl'vev.,; is the ' _ pe ,_I the distribul ion near
tilt, tip el the blade. Pa_tll flu, l_;s legioll d_.. to the, wake and the loan re-
g i,m due to tl I, ¢l,,arance/secmldary flow ,,ffe_i . can be seen.
17
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_bsolute total pressure measurements across a circumferential stator vane
spacing were obtained at 19 radial immersions, including the immersions for
the boundary layer surveys. Representative samples of these measurements are
shown in Figures 4l through 44 for II of the 19 immersions. The distribution
of static and total pressures shown in Figures 27 through 30 were obtained by
computing the average, minimum, anti maximu_ value of pressure shown in Figures
41 through 44 at each radial immersion. The. large stator wakes in the vicinity
cf tile hub near stall are clearly evident.
These detailed measurements wt,re used to determine rotor and stator loss
cocflicients. The rotor loss coefficients computt_ from the relative total
pressure measurements are presented in Figure 45 and Table 12. The stator
loss coefficients computed from absolute total pressure measurements are pre-
sented in Figure 46. Both are in reasonable agreement with design intent.
The total loss shown is tile sum of the wake loss, the tip clearance vortex
loss, free-streaal loss, and miscellaneous losses. The wake loss coefficients
in Figures 45b and 46b increase substantially bt'twoou he::. and lO0:': immersion
near stall as the flow separates on the suction surface of the blades and
vanes. The tip clearance vortex loss is evident from zero to 15Z immersion
in Figure 45c.
Vector Diagram Quantities
Complete vector diagram quantities as well as loss coefficients, loss
par,-.meters, d if fusion factors, int ideate and deviat ion angles were computed
fr_m the quat|t it its mt,asurod in tilt. ;ibsolute fr_mle of reference. The results
are tabulatod in 'ra, les l_ thlough _.l |or tilt. various throttle settings.
Several of these performance parameters have been plotted as a function of
percent immersion in Figures 47 through 53. The design point intent is also
plotted oft each figure for reference. In most cases over tile midportion of
the span, tile vector diagram quantities computed from measurements are in
reasonable agreement with design intent for tile design point throttle setting.
The rotor loss coefficients and D-factors and tile staler incidence angles are
somewhat l_rger than those used in designing the stage, lu tilt, end-wall l'Og|t_ll
(particularly tile outer diameter) tile velocities are lower, and air angles,
incidence angles, deviation angles, losses, and D-factors are larger than the
design values.
The rotor total loss coefficients, computed from measuremens made in the
absolute framer, of reference, are somewhat larger at the design point than both
the design intent and the loss coefficients ct_mputed from measurements made in
the relative lrame using tile rotating rake (compare Figures 45 and 49). Since
tile rolor loss coefficients obtained from tile relative frame measurements do
not del,end upon inaccuracies in flow angle measurt_euts (particularly in tile
elld-wal 1 regions) and in vector diagr:ml calculations, it is believed that they
arc tilt more rrliable of the t_. Also, tilt, V,ood agreement betwven the mea-
sured rfficieucies and tilt, design intent ef[icioncy means that the actual loss
coefficients were close to tilt, design values, i_is lends additional credibil-
ity to tilt, rotating rake loss coefficients, si_,'e these were closest to tile






i: AS the compressor is throttled toward stall, there is a general decrease
in velocity levels and an increase in air angles, flow turning, incidence
angles, deviation angles, and D-factors. The region of end-wall flow is dis-
tinctly defined by the data.
_ 4.6.2 sinsle-Sta_e Confisuration
!l
t ' Pressures
Detailed surveys of normalized total and static pressures at the rotorinlet (Plane 1.0), rotor exit (Plane 1.5), and the stator exit (Plane 2.0)
) are presented in Figures 54 through 56 and in Table 22 for the design point
throttle, the peak efficiency throttle, and the peak pressure rise/near stall
throttle. A description of these figures is qualitatively the sane as that
for the four-stage configuration in Section 4.6.l.
Flow An_ les
Detailed surveys of absolute air angles at the rotor inlet, rotor exit,
and stator exit are presented in Figures 57 through 59 and in Table 22 for
the design point and the peak pressure rise/near stall throttles. Again,
the description of these figures is similar to that for the four-stage config-
uration in Section 4.6.1.
Total Pressure Circumferential Surve_vs"and Loss Coefficients
Relative total pressure measurements across a circumferential blade
spacing were obtained for the single-stage configuration at 11 immersions
using the rotating rake shown in Figure 6. These results are shown in Fig-
ures 60 through 62 for the various throttles. The loss region due to the
rotor wake and the loss region due to tip clearance/secondary flow effects
can be seen.
Absolute tot._l pressure measurements across a circumferential vane spac-
ing were obtained and the results, including boundary layer surveys, are pre-
sented in Figures 63 through 65.
These detailed measurements were used to determine the rotor and starer
loss coefficients presented in Figures 66 through 68 and in Table 23. The l
increase in loss coefficient due to the tip clearance vortex is obvious in
Figures 66c and 68b from zero to 15Z immersion.
I>Vector Diagram Quantities
Complete vector diagram quantitit, s, loss "oefficients, loss parameters,
diffusion factors, incidence angles, ,lnd deviation angles were computed from
tlw measured quantities; the results are given in Tables 24 through 29 for
the various throttle settings. Several of the performance parameters have
i been plotted as n function of percent immersion in Figures b9 through 75.
!:(. I,)
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Generally, the discussion follows that of Section 4.6.1, vector di_ran quan-
tities for the four-stage configuration, and is not repeated here. It should
be noted that a single stage reacts differently to throttling than an embedded
stage. This can be seen by comparing the differences in axial velocities shown
in Figures 47 and 69.
4.6.3 Four-Sta_e Configuration (First Stage as Test Stage)
Pressures
The detailed surveys of normalized total and static pressures at the
first rotor inlet, first rotor exit, and first stator exit are presented in
Figures 76 through 78 and in Table 30 for the various throttle settings.
The description of these figures is similar to that of the four-stage con-
figuration in Section 4.6.1.
Flow Angles
The detailed surveys of absolute air angles at the rotor inlet, rotor
exit, and ststor exit are presented in Figures 79 through 81 and in Table 30.
The description of the figures is once again similar to that given in Section
4.6.1.
Tot.al .Pressure .Circumferential Surveys and Loss Coefficients
The relative total pressure measurements across a clrctm_ferential blade
spacing, obtained using the rotating rake, are presented in Figures 82 through
Tllo absolute total pressure measurements obtained across a circumferen-
tial va,_e spacing are sho_m in Figures 85 through 87.
The rotor/stator loss coefficients shown in Figures 88 and 89 and in Table
31 were determined from these detailed pressure measurements. The description
of these curves is similar to that presented for the four-stage configuration
in Section 4.6.1. i
I
Vector Diagram Quantities
The complete vector diagram quantities, loss coefficients, diffusion fac- "1l
tors, incidence angles, and deviation angles were computed from the measured
quantities. _lte results are given in Tables 32 through 37 and in Figures 90
through 96. The discussion follows that of Section 4.6.1.
2O
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS
A lov spet,d n,.rodyn,_mie scale mo,h,l of Stage 7 el the IO-stat_*,, 23:1
pr,,ssure ratio AHAC study compressor was designed. This scale model, _lich
formed the baseline Rotor A/Sister A configuration, was tested in General
Electricts Low Speed Res,,arch Compressor test facility in multistage andi
single-stage buildups. The data show that the design intent pressure coeffi-
cient of 0.554 was achieved at the design intent flow coefficient of 0.408.
At the design pressure rise, the measured efficiency of 0.900 was equal to
the design target. Detailed test data were taken to obtain blade element
perfor_.ance.
The data obtained for the Stage A configuration described in this report
will form a baseline for evaluating new blade and vane shapes that are in-






6.0 I,I,_T ¢}F SYNBOI,,_ AND ACRONYNS
S_bol Ve flni t ion
A Annulus area of the compressor
'_ Alpha Absolute air angle
ANAC Advanced multistage axial flow compressorBeta P_latlve air angle
c Stator shroud seal clearance
C Absolute velocity
CU Absolute tangential velocity
CZ Axial velocity
CASC Cascade analysis by stremuline curvature
Fc Compress ib ili ty correct ion fac _or
h lumulus height
ID Inside diameter
ICY Inlet guide vane
LSRC Low speed research compressor
OD Outside diameter
P Pressure
PS Blade surface static pressure -- Psurface-(PB+PREF)
PSI Upstream static pressure
PTl Total pressure
QU Normalizing quantity = 1/20REFUt 2
R Radius
Re Reynolds number
T Heasured torque corected for windage/bearing friction
Ut Wheel speed at tip
• V Air velocity
W Relative velocity
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Figure 70. Vector Diagram Ouanttties Versus Percent Immersion, Rotor A/
Stator A Single-Stage Configuration.
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Figure 71. Vector Diagram Quantities Versus Percent Innerslon, Rotor A/
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Figure 72. Vector DiagramQuantitiesVersusPercent Immersion,Rotor A/
Starer A Single-Stage Configuration.
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Figure 77. Normalized Absolute Total Pressures and Static Pressures for Rotor A/Starer
A Four-Stage Conftguratlon, First Stage Tested, Peak Efficiency Throttle.
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Figure 84. Clrcumferentlal Variation of Normalized Relative Total Press.re _t!
Rotor Exit, Four-Stage Configuration, First Stage Tested, Near
Stall Throttle.
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Figure 9i. Vector Diagram quantities Versus Percent Immersion, Rotor A/
Stator A Four-Stage Configuration, First Stage Tested.
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Figure q2. Vector Diagram quantftlt.a Verm., Per,,_,ut Immersion, Rotor A/
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i Figure 95. Vector Diagram Quantities Versus Percent Immersion, Rotor A/













Table 2. Location of Surface Stntic Pro_nure
Taps on Instrumont,d Air foil s,
Rotor
Suction Surfaco Dimcance Premaure Surface Distance
Tap Percent Frc_ L.E. Tap Percent From L.E.
Nm_ber Chord (I) cm (in,) Numbp..____rChold (%) cm (in.)
1 2.5 0.229 (o,0qo) 1 2.5 0.229 (O.Oq0)
2 8.0 0.726 (0,28_) 2 8.0 0.726 (0.286)
• 3 13.0 !.184 (0.466) 3 20.0 1.821 (0.717)
4 20.0 1.821 (0.717) 4 30.0 2.733 (1.076)
$ 25.0 2.276 (0,896) _ 45.0 4.100 (1.61_)
6 30.0 2.733 (1.070) 6 60.0 q,466 (2.152)
°_ " ? 35.0 3.188 (1.255) 7 70.0 6.375 (2.510)
8 40.0 3.642 (1.434) 8 80.0 7.287 (k 869)
9 50.0 4.554 (1.793) 9 90.0 8.199 (3.Z_8)
10 60.0 5.466 (2.152) 10 95.0 8.654 (3.40))
11 70.0 5.375 (2.510)
12 80.0 7.287 (2.869)
13 90.0 8.199 (3.22_)
14 95.0 8.654 (3.407)
8tator
Suction Surface Distance Pressure Surface Distance
Tap Percent From L.E. Tap Percent From L.E.
N_ber Chord (Z) cm (in.) Number Chord (_) cm (in.)
1 2.5 0.198 (0.O78) 1 2.5 0.198 (0.078)
2 8._ 0.632 (0.2_9) 2 8.0 0.632 (0.2_9)
3 13.0 1.029 (0.405) 3 20.0 1.580 (0.622)
4 20.0 1.580 (0.622) 4 30.0 2.372 (0.934)
5 25.0 1,979 (0.779) 5 45.0 3.556 (1._00)
6 30.0 2._72 (0.934) b 60.0 4.745 (1.868)
7 35.0 2.76_ (1.089) 7 70.0 5.535 (2.179)
8 40.0 3.162 (t.245) 8 80.0 6.327 (2.491)
9 50.0 3.955 (1.557) 9 90.0 7.117 (2.802)
10 60.0 4.745 (1.868) 10 95.0 7.513 (2.958)
11 70.0 5.535 (2.179)
12 80.0 6.327 (2.491)
13 90.0 7.117 (2.802)
14 95.0 7._13 (2.958)




Immersion from Casing Imlerelon from Casing
om (in.) frc_ Ca_ing (_) c..m (in.) from Cast_ (g)
0.572 (0.225) 5 1.143 (0.450) 10
2.266 (0.900) 20 2.286 (0.900) 20
5.715 (2.250) 50 5.715 (2.250) _O
9.144 (3.600) 80 9.144 (3.600)
10.287 (4.050) 90 10.859 (4.275) 95
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TabLe 3. Overall TeAt Plan OutLine.
1. Tents using StaRe A Binding (R_portod in Ref. I)
A. 8hakedovn Test 5 data points
S. &-StaBs Configuration (Third Stage as Test Stage)
t. Preview Data t5 data points
2. Stall Determination As appropriate
3. Caning Treatment Data t5 data points
4. Reynolds Number Data 30 dill points
5. Standard Data 4 data points
6. Blade Element Data 4 data points
7. Blade Surface Pressure Data 2 data points
8. Detailed Wall Boundary Layer Data 2 data points
C. l-Stage Con£isuration
1. Preview Data 15 data points
2. Stall Determination As appropriate
3. Standard Data 4 data points
4. Blade ELement Data 4 data points
5. Blade Surface Pressure Data 4 data points
6. Detailed Wall Boundary Layer Data 2 data points
I
D. 4-StaKe Configuration (First Stage as Test Stage) I
I. Blade Element Data [ 4 data points2. Blade Surface Pressure Data 4 _ata points
3. Detailed Wall Boundary Layer Data 2 data points
II. Screening Tests
A. 4-Sense Configuration with Rotor B and Scalar A
I. Preview Data 1_ data points
2. Stall Determination AS appropriate
3. Standard Data 4 ,.ata points
4. Blade Surface Pressure Data 4 data points
B. 4-Stage Configuration with Sister S and Rotor A
(Same Data as II.A.)
C. _-Stage Configuration with Staler C and Kotor A
(Same Data as II.A.)
D. 4-Stag e Configuration with Rotor S and Stator B
'I(Same Data as II.A.)
Ill. Tests Using Rotor Baud _t_tor B Designs
(4-Stage Configuration, Third 5ta_e as Test Stage)
I. Same Data as I.B
2. Rotor Tip Clearance Ddta
IV. Tests Using Rotor C attd :,tarot B Designs
(4-Stage Configuration, Third Stage as Test Stage)
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Toble 13. Vector Diagram Pnrameters for Rotor A/Stator ^ Four-Bingo
Configuration. Third Stage Tosted. Design Point Throttle.
_LADE I[LI[_t:PIT DATA ROTOP, IHtET TIP SPEED • 00.0_, MPS (20g.30 FPB)
IHHER W WU BEI_A ©Z CU ¢ ALPHA
s m's rP8 _ps _'Ps orb Mrs Pps MPs vPs _ps FeB DEO
•----1 6 _S-.1_Teioo-_F.-9--f95.'_ "_._-fb.-b* 60.0 I 1_8---50177"-___T_"
e.o 99.0 180 4 91.2 10"/.u _;q.3 20.1 OO.o 12.4 ,1o.8 2o.7 77.0 31.7
3,0 99, t 180,9 90,6 100 ? 07,0 ;_1.4 70,@ 12,7 41,7 24,9 el,? 8O,O
4,0 96._6 192 3 50.7 IGG,3 6_.0 27.8 7_,(t 12,7 41,8 20,1 00,9 2_,2
?.0 B?.I 1e7 _ 91.2 1(;0.0 0o6 29.0 e_.e 11.9 89.2 27,9 BI.0 29.2
Io.o B7.o leo o _1.3 lO_.0 D2,0 20.2 es,o 11.6 o?.B 20.9 _.o e8.e
19.0 97.7 _es 2 Bo.9 IC7.a Sl.¢ _7 0 ee.o 11.4 37.9 29.0 e0.2 Be.9
-'_;b _9_: 6- i 09- _¢-V¢ ,"_'7__.'}'76---6"d7-.-._-_ f .-'_--3_--T-_I--AY--_'To--"Lr£TLr---'-
' 80.o 97.9 1o8 ¢ 90,0 _04,2 60.3 Be.3 02.9 lO.S 89,e 30.0 gB.9 e1.o
BO.O 90.9 18_ 4 40,2 I15_.3 00.6 29.4 96,4 10.40 89.4 31,B 102.7 _0,1
70,0 _.9 100 1 40.0 1_,0_ 90.0 ?0.9 90.3 11.1 =s.9 31.9 I04.e 20.3
_eb-b-3-_.-e'-YYo-T'___-_7_--de._TT_-3o-_ _1.3 102.7 _o. 0
es.o 0_.2 1_,_ • 04.4 1_.0 809 _9._ _9.9 11.2 30.9 81.3 102.7 a_.o
eo 092._ 17_3 43.9 _44.0 D6.9 2e.e _4.7 11.3 37.1 81.0 101.7 01.4
9,_.0 _04 _0 _ _I.0 1,_6 _,_.0 _e.4 03.0 10._ 43.0 3_.3 102.7 e.o
---'-_'_-.o-_'-_-.o--_ " _ _.-7_--T3__3 _(;, 1 27.5 _o.4 _-_--._'--_4-7_'_-_7.7_0_--"----
• G.O 49.4 162 1 41.9 1,°7.1 07.6 20.4 86.0 12.9 d2.2 29.3 96.2 25.9
97.0 49.4 1¢2 I 42.7 1_0.0 99.6 24.9 01.7 ll.9 3z._ 27.0 s0.9 29.4
98.0 49._ 162 3 43.6 1,,33.2 61 .? 23.3 76.5 10.8 35.4 25.7 04,3 24.8
BLADE ELEMENT DATA ROTOR OUTLIeT / STATOR INLET
I MPIER t4 _U BETA CZ CU © ALPHA
S IqPS FPS MP$ FP8 nEo PIPS FP$ MPS FP$ MPS FP$ O£G
-_t.b 30.2 Y-;_-4-'_,,O_K.-f'--_o:I 12.9 42.3 2-_T_--{)1-76--_0_.6lOO.O 0;_'7_
• .O 36.0 _18 o 32.0 IO6.9 64.0 15.2 49.9 31,0 I01.0 34.0 113.4 o0,7
S.O S'_.4 11o _ 31.3 1o2.7" 61.e 10.6 54.9 3z.2 I0_,7 30.3 110.9 62.9
4.0 _4.8 I_4 3 00.1 l)e.7 _9._ 17(; 97.? _ 4 100 -,, o7.7 1_3.7 02.1
_,-b"_4 .-T-t _';.,--¢-_;_.T-_k-_--%_. _, 1o. _ 00.1 - 3;l-F_--l-l_T__.-g-f_.Y-"_i'7_ _
7.0 33,_ 10_ 1 _(;.4 e(;.e e,2.9 20.2 60.2 30.7 120.4 41.9 137.4 $1.o
10.0 =3.7 11o.6 26,1 95.7 90.7 21.3 69.0 36.7 120.9 42.4 139.3 t59.7
19.0 _9 11.- _ _s.0 en.o 48 2 2_.9 78.3 3_ 0 11o.o 42.0 14o 9 96.0
--'--_O--6-$o.-76"-T_4_6.-T--_._.--_ )T-.6-_,_-7_578--:/3_8-'t-T0-8-;_-7.4 139.o _2. •
_0.0 3S.4 129 3 29.0 99.1 4?.2 26.7 87.6 32.0 104.0 41.6 136.9 90.0
9o,o _.7 127 _ 2_.4 eo.7 4_.o 20,_ 02,e 32 6 1oo.9 43.2 141.9 40.o
70.0 30 0 te0 v g_._. 7o.1 302 _e._ 93,0 339 111.3 44,2 14_ o 9o o
--"-_O-o-'55,_'"_-Fg-_-}._,--b,"-'T_.4---9_,.-"_7. e s_ ;1 3_._--f12T_-_7,_-F_-,-O---5_-_O----"
89,0 _1.0 113 4 ,'1,1 69.3 37.0 27.3 09,7 34,6 113,4 44.1 144.6 01,6
90.0 33.9 111 2 _0.3 GG.7 3(;.7 27.1 69.1 34.9 114.9 4d ;_ I,'15.0 _2.0
93.0 30.4 100 7 _( .0 6._.7 30.7 20.0 87 8 34.9 11d.6 44.0 144_3 _2.4
90.0 33.0 108 2 19.J 63.6 35.9 26.7 9".9 30.2 110.G 44 2 145,0 ,_2.?
97.0 32.8 107 7 19.2 03.1 35.6 26.6 8";.3 35.3 116.8 44.2 149.0 9_.9
08 0 32.fl 107 1 10._9 _2.2 35.4 2(;.6 0;.2 3_.9 116.4 44.3 141_._ 93.0
BLADE ELLepiEHT DATA 9TATOR ?IUTLET
|I_t[R t4 WU EF.TA CZ CU C ALPHA
K PPS FPS MPS FPO DV(_ PiPS FP$ PiPS FPS PiPS FP9 DEO
--_ T7o-57.-_--_eY-3--_-72 -I ?7.-_'I. -a--_ .o--_:.,-_T- 97&- 3-_-_0; _--_ .T--l_._g _
2.0 _7.2 t97.7 53.8 176.9 69._ 19.9 63.9 9.8 3._.3 21.40 71.6 26.7
3,0 97,3 197 9 _.2 174.0 60,1 :,I.;, (;9._ 10 3 _.8 73.0 77,3 ;_e,,_
4,0 57 _ 108 G 5,_,9 173 9 0_;.7 ,_:' ._ 73,0 10 G 34 G 24.9 01 .0 29,f.
__,_ 0-5';'.-_-1e-_-T-5_70-_ __ 5--6'o ,-T ."-3-;C;---1/7_ O-_.--_5:9--26 : 0--55"7._'--._
7.o t_?.2 107 (_51,9 lO9 3 04.3 _4.7 0o 9 11 9 32 ._ 27.2 89,3 2_,,0
10.0 50.1 Inl 9 _0.1 104.4 03 2 :.-',.1 e._ d 1_.7 41.8 20._ 02,4 20,9
15,o .',5 e 182 n 4_ 0 10_ 7 or c, a_ 5 03 0 t;. o 43"o ._8.9 03 _ 2_ 6
=o,o _,0 1_5 0 49 0 _t',_.7 01.0 .-'7.3 e_ 9 11,4 37 0 29 5 _0,9 22.6
- _ 0 55 _ 18a 5 4? _ I_c, ;_ 9e _ 29,3 90 3 11 4 37 '_ 3_ 5 10_,3 21.2
70 o ,',4 _ 17,-,_ 4_ 5 t40 4 _- _ P? _ r_ 1 11 9 38 o 3_,_ t03 3 ,"1
• 9,0 51 0 170 1 43.1 141 _ 90 2 08 7 9d 3 I, `) 0 41 2 31.4 102 9 ?3 9
eo o =,l _, 109 o 40 9 13_ 4 9_ 4 ._9 2 e_ ? _,_ ? ,_ _ o_ n _04 4 _:_ S
93 0 ) (J _07 0 47 ? 130 ._ 50 n :R _ 93 d 12 7 dt 7 31 ) tOl 3 V( 0
_-_0-_--_-64 _-4._ -7 i_o o_S-o _ .._ 2 eC-_-i_ _-)__'_._-_;--_4 *--,_d ,_
90,0 41,? IO_ 9 43.0 _42.2 DO (;k'4a 70 _,_ 3 07 o 2r, "_ 8_'? 74
97.0 49.2 101 4 44.0 144.4 63 3 ?2 0 ?2,2 10 5 34 i ;?4 4 BO O 25 6





t a_ ORIGINALPAGE IS
_. ()_' P(_R QUAT,ITY
00000004-TSD13
'l'al;l_' 1_. V{,¢rt;r I)lagrm. IDar.mut_'rH ft)r Rotor A/_l:ltt_r A I,'oi,r-Hlag('
, _Lngt To,rod, Peak Prr, MH,rt, I{IHt, Thr,_ttl_,(:onflgurni Ion Third ' •
.PLAnt _lrpiCl,t D^ta rioter Inter tip nP_[O • saae, PiPa (207,7_ IrPs)
II_rn W WU n_VM cz cu ¢ ALPHA
| I"IP'_ FP,_ PIPS fr,6 DI:G MP_, FPS PIPS Irp,% PIP_ FP,._ DF-.O
-- --1,o _4,s _'1_ d-e_ e-it, c, e- o*,,4-IO,rF--_-,'d (_-,i_40.6 _._,,o ?-,S,'T'T'---_,--i--'_
2,0 e,.,zo 17e o _o e lr_7 o _e,n 19,7 oa,o 12,_ 40, i 2a 2 70,1 Ol.O
=,0 B_.1 I00 0 Ul,4 100,7 00,7 1_,9 _e,2 11,0 00,1 23,0 ",'_,_ 30,a
4.0 qs_,e IO1 e, _I,9 1co e ns '_ ,",o 4 6"/,1 11.6 _7,o ea,4 .70,9 _9,2
??.0 156,[ 1_,'1 '3 '31.7 lf'.O.8 66.9 21.0 71.7 10.9 3_,0 _4.4 00,1 P,G.5
10.0 60,4 185 0 51.6 1(19 4 66. t 21'.6 .7._.3 t0.7 35.2 ;_5.1 62.2 213.3
_0,0 _0._ 104 ,_ _0,2 104,6 03,2 a:,.2 92._ Io._ 33,6 _7,_ 09,1 _e.1
. 50.0 54.4 176 3 40.0 157.4 61 O _5.6 63.9 10.6 3_..8 27.7 90.6 _2.5
"70.0 50.9 I67 0 4`1.7 I,16 7 61._ ?4 _12.0 39.2 27.1 26.9 26.1
80-.0 4_-_'_'5"3 5 43.7 143.3 _1.1 23._) .78.6 "1"_2.'.--_99-'.b 26.---__9 26.6_
BB.O 49.4 162 1 d3.2 141.0 60.8 24.0 .78.6 12.0 39.4 26.6 07.9 26.6
• o o 46,_ 101._s4_.0 I,1o.6 60.4 24 _ .79.3 II.S 36. I 66.9 o8.4 eo.1
93.0 _9 .? I_1 4 42.8 1,10 4 60.3 24.9 .79..7 11.7 36.3 26.9 08.4 25.6
"--"_."0".(1_ 2 161 4 43.3 142.1 61.U 23.4 76.7 11.0 3_.1 25.6 64.7 2_'_. _--"'--
96.0 ,9.2 161 6 43.7 143.2 62.3 22.7 .74.6 10.6 04.6 25.1 82.2 24.8
B.7.0 49.2 161 B 44.0 1_14.4 63.2 22.1 72.4 10.1 33.1 24.9 .770.6 24.5
68.0 49.3 101.7 45.1 I_tFi.1 66.1 19.0 65.0 6.9 29.1 21.7 71.2 24.1
BLADE EtE'PIrrlT DATA ROTOR OUTLET / STATOR INLET
I MI'IER 1# WU BETA OZ CU C ALPHA
l[ e.IPS FPS PIPS FPS r)Eo Pip_ FPS MPS FPS MPS FPS DEO
2.0 ;;)8._5. 93 _ 24.7 81.0 b9.6 14.3 46.9 00.4 126.1 41.0 134.5 69.4
• .0 ;8.3 92 7 23.7 77._ 56.9 15.,1 _0._) 39.3 129.0 42.2 13_.5 69.5
4.0 ;'8.4 _3 .? ?3.3 76.4 54.9 16.3 _3.5 09.7 130.1 4_'.9 140.7 (;7.5
-----e,.T6-_:e. _ --_.4 6--_-3--:V-_-o.--eJ__6"_-.-_-o-_o_5_FT6--_)'_--5-T_-_.--6"--a_T_o.7 o_'.o
7.0 _9.? 9_ 6 23.2 76 2 U2.5 17.2 .e.9.2 39.4 129.4 43.2 141.9 65.6
10.0 30.L e 100 2 ;_3.6 77.5 150.5 19.4 69.6 3_.8 127.1 33.3 142.2 63.3
1_.0 33,0 100 4 2'5.0 82. 1 `19.1 21.ro 70,0 3G 9 1_1.0 `12,7 140.2 B.q.t_
"--"_.. o- 3a--_e-i-1-_-T-_6-_,a_-_4-_ 47/o 23.4 _'_'7"-?-_.-'7_Y'_Tff-_-.Tr_T_-'_/-.-_
30.0 36.3 119 2 26.2 05.9 46.0 25.2 62..7 34.3 112.5 ,12.6 139.6 53.6
60.0 ,"1_.1 115 1 24.6 80.7 44.4 ?b.O 82.1 34.0 111.4 42.2 136.4 I)3.5
70.0 _1.4 102 9 21.1 69,4 42.3 _3.2 72.0 _._ 116,0 42.4 139.2 _6.7
--_-0-,_9-;i---e-..; 3 le.6 6_--6 40.1 _2.2 _-_--.e--_-_.0--i-'Z-i.--2_1 _41.4 _9.9
66.0:78.0 91 7 17.5 57.3 36._5 21.8 71.6 37.8 124.0 ._3.6 143.2 69.0
60.0 27.3 09 6 16.3 53 6 30.6 _1.9 71.8 30 4 176.1 44.2 145.1 60.2
93.0 27.3 8c) 6 15.G _1 8 3._ 2 22 3 73.? 36 7 12"1.0 4_1.7 146.15 _9.9
95.0 ;_7-_-7 61 0 1-5:-?---t_1.4 ._4.3 ;_;_.0 _._._-.6-'_26.7 4._9 147.3 159.;_--"--'_
66.0 20.0 91 9 15.7 151.7 34.1 23 2 76.0 36.5 126.2 4,1.9 147.3 66.6
97.0 26. I 92 ;2 15.7 _1.5 33.9 23 3 70.5 36.4 126.0 44.9 147.4 60.6
90.0 26.4 93 I 16.0 _52._ 34.2 23.4 76.9 38.0 124.7 44.7 146.5 66.2 I
BLADE: rLEHrNT DATA STATOR OUTLET t
I f'l_[ R 5/ WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
1 PiPS rP._ MPS FPS DEG PIPB FPS PIPS FP_ PIPS FPS DEG
---"_-:_,, b7-,3-167 _ _3.4 17,_.-_ - (;8-6 20. "7 6-7-9- 9.-I_--OZ.P -_-2. 9---_z_[-."12----_eo-.3 -'-_
2.c_ _37.? 167 7 ._2.9 17,_.7 (.7._ 21.7 .71.2 10 2 33 4 24.0 78,'7 26.1
3.t) 157.1 187 5 _2.5 172.;] _r_ _ ,',;_ G 74.1 10 5 34.6 _.4.9 81.8 .._,_.0
4.0 _7.1 1,q7 T) '52,3 171 G 6_ 1 ,_3 0 7,_.4 f0.5 3.4 9 2_ 3 63.1 2,1,7
.7.0 _6.4 'lea _ 51.1 1167.6 64,6 _3 e 76 1 11 0 37.9 _0._5 66.8 _,.%.e
I0.0 _._ '5 lOP P _0 3 165 0 64.7 23 6 77.3 12. 1 3-_.6 26 5 06.8 27.0
15.0 _'5 9 183 d 50 4 16.% 3 64 I ;_4 _ 79 _) 11._ 3? 8 _C).6 96 0 2._.4
--_oTO 'o(;-o _03-7 -_'_-T*fO-z-_--_--_--t,b-71 '-e-_-'-3--1-T73--:_7-_.'7"._ ebl O
3o.o _,._e le'_ e 49, 4 I02 o (_.1 _o.o e_, 2 11.1 3u 4 26.2 92 6 23.1
60.0 _.4 178 73 47.5 1_.% 9 G(_ R 20 4 8C, b 11.0 36 2 26.6 93.9 ;_2.7
70 0 _1 4 lc,_ % ,1-t.8 Tar, e co 4 _,e,.;) 8_,7 11 9 3q.1 27 9 91 5 2_.2
6_.o 4_,9 lO_ 7 4_ 9 140 _ _.q.2 ?.', 4 03 4 lZ.3 40.4 29 2 92.6 25.0
60.0 _1.0 1C7 3 ,13.0 14"1 9 _9 1 "2.[; 0 0_.4 10.9 3_).6 29 2 92.6 22.7
93 0 _1 4 11-.0 7 45 1 IJ7 9 61.1 ;'`1 7 81.1 9.4 30 8 _'t_.5 86.6 ?O.O
9(;.0 I_,1,5 IG.q 0 4_;,7 1t_0,0 6P 4 23 7 77,0 6 ,_ 27 8 25 ? 82 6 19,6
I)7.0 51.5 1(.0 O 46 1 151 4 63.5 .')2 O ?`1.6 8 0 226 I 24.1 79.? I_.P
98 0 51.1 167 6 4(_ 3 158 4 70 7 16.7 54.7 5.7 10,6 17 6 57.8 10.9
137
..... O0000004-TSD14
'rahle In. Ve,,tor I_lagram ParamPtt, ra f,r Rotor ^/Stator ^ Fout'-Stago
(:onftl,uratton, Third '4tnge ToRted, Nt,ar Stall Throttle.
BLAfff' [t_MfNT DATA RDTOA INLET TiP 8P£ED • 64.42 PIP8 (211.84 FPS)
|_Efl M *dU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA| PIPS FPs PIPS FPs Dr.6 MPS rPS MPS _PS Mps rPS o[o
_'-F, (F'-(iL_.8" I9 I: _ -e,I. 3-_;gTE'- 6.7:O",4b.o-- ee;T'I _. o""42.'iF'_4 .':lt-"iOT.4- 92. :
• .0 65.4 IOt.O 51,0 167,2 65.7 31.0 71.4 15.8 4g.6 26.5 03,6 $1.S
8,0 5_,!i 183 5 51.2 168.1 60.1 ,',4 .78.6 12.9 4:_.s 25.9 04.9 20.0
4.0 ?',6.P 184 5 51,2 16.7.9 65.P 2.q.4 76,6 1P B 42,2 26,7 97.5 28,8
.7.0 56.9 186 8 51.6 169.9 64,8 _4.1 79.0 12.1 39,8 2.7.0 08.5 26..7
10,o 57.1 107 a _,1,5 I50.1 64.4 24.s oo.s 11.9:9.0 97.= 09,4 =5.0
15.0 57 O 106 9 51,2 158.0 63.8 ;}5,0 82,0 11,0 08 6 P.7,6 90..7 25.;_
"---_.-b'_o.-"FI"IHS-O--SE.'_--T_6__.--5--_'_--rT_.s---sB:'o 29. _= 92.0 _4.9 .
so.o _,5..7 to2 s 49.4 16;_0 _'.;z z_.6 e_.o 12.1 ao,o 20,5 9s.5 I_,1
DO.D 58.1 174,2 46,9 155.9 61,9 2_i,9 81.6 12,.7 41,6 27,9 91.6 26.9
?0.0 _1.0 167 :_ 45.7 I_0.0 _= _; _._ .7a,9 11,_ =s.2 _._ 0=,6 e.7.9
05.0 50.4 165 4 4b.6 1.19,6 64,1_ 21._ 70.7 10.5 34,6 24.0 .76.6 _5.3
BO.O 40.9 163 "7 4_,1 146.6 G_._ 21.4 TO.O 16,6 34.6 23.0 .78.2 _6,4
B3,O 49.5 162 3 44.6 146,3 64.1 21,4 70.3 10.8 =5.5 P4.O 76.6 _6..7
mr.o 4_,1 16t o 44._ _45.s _,3 _1.1 69._ 10,_ _.6 ;_:),6 77.9 e.7._
B:.o 4o._ 16o 4 44.s 145._ 64.7 eo.o 66._ 10.0 s5.4 a_.4 .76.0 e.7._
BL,O 40.6 160 0 44.4 145..7 66.4 20.1 60,0 10.6 34,5 22.7 .774.5 27.6
B! ADE ELE'PENT DATA ROTOR OUTLET / $TAT_R INLET
|PIPIER W 'dU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
| PIPS FP$ PIPS FP8 DEn MP$ FPS lqP$ FP$ HP$ FP$ OEO
• 0 ,_1._ _02.7 27.a 6_.6 60.6 15._ 00._ _s.9 121.1 40.0 t_1.1 67.3
_.0 _l.o 103 _ ?_.6 67.1 57.s 10.9 0_.6 _.6 1_.3 41._ _0._ 65.0
_-"E. b "_f_ 7-f 6'3-@;.5"-79--_'.-_,-"5E-,3.7-t _-.'T-oT._E_-0.-;i_-_ .-T" a.-_.-'/- _l__--
_,0 31.6 10_ 6 _._ 01.0 52.0 1_,4 63.6 ao.e 127.= 4_.4 14_._ 6_._
IO,O 32,1 100 4 ;'4.7 01,1 00,1 P.O,D 67.4 .'18,7 127,1 43.0 143 0 61.9
15.0 .'15,9 117 7 ;PG (; 87.3 47,7 ;'d,l 79.0 _*G 4 119.3 43.6 143.1 56.4
• O.C 36.1 110 15 PO.7 67.7 4"7,6 24.3 79,7 44,6 114,1 dP,4 139._ 54.9
BO.¢, 32.1 105 4 _2,0 74.7 46,0 22.7 74,4 3G,o 1_0.8 43.2 _41.9 00.2
•70.(, 27,4 09 7 17,7 57.0 40,1 ,'?.0,9 68.5 40.0 131,_' 415,1 146,0 62._
_-#b_c, _,_-_--eE?__.-'E-SbTr"_-7--. #.-_-0.i--o5--_///6_C.,i--_ab.--_4r,.-To-'_'_i--.-o _
e_.c_ 26 5 60 4 _4.s 47.B _6.1 1_).e 6_._ 4_.7 146 • _o._ 1_1.5 64.5
_KI,0 ?._1.4 60 2 13.6 45.2 34.2 ;0.2 6_,2 41.9 137.6 46.5 152.7 64.1
63,0 P4.7 I_1 o 13.9 45,5 34,0 20,,I 67,1 41,6 1_5,4 46.3 152,0 63,0
95,-6_',.b--o_-I--IK75 46.o-_$'_"_k_.-_--L,_-'_-_rTPT'a_.--_--46.'TT-TSTT-.'-.'-.'-.'-._-"E_':f_
96.0 _[,._ 02.0 14.7 40,;2 35,$ _0._ 67.3 40.4 IPZ.? 45,3 140.0 62.9
B.7,0 21_,6 04 I 15,_ _0,9 37.1 20.4 66.9 3_.0 1;P9,7 ,44,T) 146,0 62._
.... 66_.0 P__I 05 5 I_._ 54.1 39).1 20.2 66:..2 38._ 126.2 43.4 14;P 5 62,1
BLAnE" _t EMFNT DATA STATOR @UTLFT
IIN't[ R V WU BETA CZ ¢U C ALPHA
I _P_ t-PS PIPs Ft,s Pro _Ps rPS _PS rPS _Ps rrs DFO
- -I,o _,_.4 191 7 54,:r-176.-_--6_ #-a_-b--707_-IoTo- b_'o--_',?--'_'771_"-'14,----.......I_
_.o t,.7.0 189 7 f,3.I 174.S 66,6 290 ?4.9 11.1 _65 2".;4 03.S 2'_,9
:).o b7.? 18._ 3 _.7 172.8 65.7 23,b 77.2 11.4 37.o 2o.+" 65.6 25.9
4._ _7 r, le_ _ ,',2 a 171.;_ c,,s.o_4 _ ?._ ._ 11.e _ ._ 2?,1 _.6 _,s.9
--b', 0 "_7, e -1-tTo-f-_,r-2--1-7-1":-4-'-_4--_-;'_ .-I- --e__ I_7 '--38 -4"-27".-7--9o .--7---_--_. -
7,0 b7.£ I_7 8 _1.3 168.4 63,6 ,?b,3 83.0 12 d 40.7 PB.2 92,4 ;26.1
I0.0 bB.? 1._6 1 ,_0 5 1GG+_ 63.0 _.% G 83.9 12.8 42 0 _0 6 93.0 _'6,5
1_3._, T,'_. I 1P• 4 5_ r. 1(,n.O t_P 2 21; 5 _1", O 12 4 dO ,_, P9 P 95 9 24.9
--2o,-(_-S/-;'.'-_-eF+7--(_u.--_-_+t:._:_oI .s .+t+, 9 _8_ I;,.0 _,e "3-+,"_'-;I--_b.-7_-"2_4:0
_o,t_ _6 0 183 _q4q 2 lfal .5 61.3 26 ? 0;'.? 1P,3 40.3 P9.4 90.0 _4,0
_0 @ b."i,5I"154 46 9 75,q.7 01,0 25 8 84,5 12 7 41 6 P8.7 94,3 26.2
?o.o f+l l. 1C,9 1 4.". 8 l,_q. I C,2 4 ?.-i 7 77.P 11 _ 3.61 0 PI_ 5 t_7.1 P6 5
"--"-80 0 513--|'t;_--P-4,,'_;_Ib'l';6--G4-1_'_'-2---7_g"f() 0--'3,t,*1--_4.6 eO.ra-'-_E2
05.0 51.0 IT,? 4 4_, 1 I_1 1 6,t 4 21 9 71 .9 10 1 33.3 24.2 79.3 _4.7
00,0 _0.5 t('.b ? 45 4 1411 O 63 8 L_,+ 1 7_. _ 10 3 ,33 0 24.4 00 I _4.9
l._,t, .',0 1 1f, I 5 41 O 14m 6 +,_ o ;'," 6 74,1 10 7 .'15 0 _'_ 0 _.".0 P._
----t_:0"49 t_"T_,3 -._-',1-1-3"-'I"d;._-_--'G;'_7",.'_ -7--7_t ,_;-i0-+._-'-'-3_'-?'-_"_"-02-,'-?"_-_5 --
96.0 49 ,' tt;.I 2 44 ._ 146,1 63 4 P_ 2 ?P 7 10 G 34 8 24 6 60+6 _5,$
67.0 49 6 IC,_ G 44 ,_ 140. t 63 0 _)1 0 71.4 10.5 34.5 24._ 79 3 2_.7




.+- ........... .___ _o" _-_ _........
" '-:-=--:--:-" :" ".....": .....'-:"':'=:::""'+ ' : .....'  =nluuuuuuu
Fable [7, l_ladt, _111,| Va11_, l",lomonl l_vrforulalU, O f_r R_)Ior A/_t_itt_r A_
l"_ulr-_ta_;t, Co111|gtlrat|t_11_ Third Stai_, l'oNtod_ lh,_IR11 I'o111l
'l'hrLq t I,,.
ROTOR i'll Ant': f:'t I MI'N1 P[ RI'_RMANCF.
IMPIER WtlF.EL. RFL, I.¢'15S* I.OSS REL OIFF, Rf_t. INCII_, D[:V,
(I_) ST'E.EO 1URNING COEF. PARA. MACH FACT. HACI4 _N@LF. ANGI.E
MP.¢I FP5 ANOI E NO. NO." '!_}:.'-0 [1EC4-.....
DEG i N OUT
1.0 63 7 _'09.07 0.1 0.012 o 010 O.I_R 0.4.11 0.110 -3.7 2G.7
2.0 £.'t G ?08.75 3.5 0.070 tl 001 0.158 0.503 0.103 -5.4 21.4
3, o t_._._ ;_nR. 4.1 ' b, I.... o.0_.I n 0_ o.f,_8 b.',N;f" o: 'fO_......_6":T-T_',_ .........
4.0 03..1 FOR. 12 G.1 0.1_.1 0 110 0.1,_9 0.5.15 0.100 -7.9 16.2
5.0 03 3 _.0_,81 7,2 0.141_ 0 I?P. O. IG00.LSInl 0.096 -6.6 14.3
7,0 63.1 20 _ 18 11.1 0.71 1 0 19_ 0.164 0.617 0.095 -,¢t.6 9.3
1o, 6 - m _ "_ _Of, _,i....1b, I ..... b;P.;,,_" 6 -,_6_ STf?;_-___f_-I_ . 5_-CTU.-O---;__ -_
15.0 (_?..1 ?04 67 13.7 0.1It 0 160 O. 1L15 0.5l_7 0.103 -10._ ti..=I
20.0 61.9 :'0:t 10 tO.G 0.1111 0 111 0.165 0.510 0.109 -10.3 ti._
30.0 GO.:) 19q 9G 13,1 0.0(_1 0.076 0.165 0.,177 0.113 -10.0 6,8
50,0 59.0 19:1 _e I_,._ 0_0'/9 b-."6_-'O. 16_ O:-48"I-O,-T'TI'T---c_","(I-----d_-
70.0 51.1 18 "_ 40 17.6 0.091 0.087 0.157 0.5011 0.105 -10.4 5,0
80.0 5=;.? 184 2_ 18.9 0.0Ct-I 0.090 0.15.I 0 521 0. I01 -10.t_ 6.4
85,0 5%, 7 182 66 I[_ 9 0,080 0.077 O. 153 0 528 0,099 -11.0 6.8
90.0 51,.2 I_fi1 ib8 ..... -o.b76- 6.o-6? 6 15-T-0 '_:_5-6.-6_7---TI_._--_ ---
93 n 5.1._'1 180. 17 18 9 -.01,4 -.013 _.1,11_, ,1 _0_ O,O'lG -12.4 7._
95,0 51 7 179.[_-1 19 7 .0,1',_ ..,014 (_,147 '.) 50C. 0.0_5 -12.1 7.2
9f3.0 t3t G 179.23 71 7 -.0._0 -.0.10 (' 1.42 ,1 513 0.0_4 -I0.7 (;.9
97.0 5.1,t_ 17_, ._I? _3 0 -. 0,16 --,0,15 t_.'I,1._"_11,_;_._"__'I_ --='_._ ....__-_......
90 0 5_.'I 178.60 _ _ .O;M " .07_ I_. 1,J_ 0 5"18 0.093 -0.7 ti.7
TOI,',_IIE 8798 b;" 1 N. • t {_.
_t See Fisure 45 and Table t_ for loss coefEleteuCs computed from
rolatlve total pressure measurements.
STA10R VANF" FI.FHFN1 F'ERI'ORfqANC_
I MME'R WItL'EI ABS. AFL,. AL_._. 1NC I D DEV. L OSS LOSF 01FF
I Sf'EF_I) TURNI Nt_ HAcII NAt:H AN{_I F ANt_L I COEF, PARA. FACT.
HI '_ I: t "5 ANt_L E N(1. NO. I I_.0 DF'O
DEI_ I N OUI
1 .0 t_3. :' .'LTM. 07 3'?.0 0 t'_t_l_ I_. 0%8 '1. 0 16. 7 _760 - ._'?_4 0.5"153
_.. 0 63 _ ;"Ot_. ;_ 37.0 0 ll,'_c_ (_. I_t;2 3. ? 15.4 0._l'I0 .- . 04¢13 O. _q82
3,0 t_;_, r, ;'0,'_.,1.! 31,, ; O, t (',10. 0¢;7 P, _ -14 .1 0 " " b', ..... 0-_ .R(|_T--
d.O t_.I I ;'f_8 17 ._7.0 O, 10: t, 0.071 2.4 13..I 0 t]?t%0 0,I%27I 0.,'_67
5,0 t_1 .I ._0 _ 111 37.3 O. 111 0.('17.1 ;_- .1 1_ t_ 00t_;'t-. 0,0_20 0._,192
7.0 t_.1 1 _'0" I_._ 36 0 t_ 1.'t_ I_ O..'t_ .' _ 12.9 0 _t';.1 O. 13.17 0 51_44
15.L3 L,.t 6, ,'Lll I_' .'9 ,1 _1 1,',z0 _m;' t_ .' 1Lt.t, ,'_ .1_.1 0 I?t1_,_[1.5"!38
,'00 L_I "_ i'Ll.} 10 Z' 1 0 1.'1 0 C,_.1 -" " 1 "_ " 00_.l 0.087t_ 0,.4_46
30. 0 (.11 ._) ) _'HI _1I; .'7.';..1 0. 11 '3 t1. t-'tL% • _1. t_ O. {; 0 t'Llt43 CI. 0.1_._ O. 4t'_61
' 50.0 5_.t_ 1¢t,I t,t_ ;'7. / O. I '.I1%.0_._0 -.I.5 t;.{l (10:_(',_l'O'__'_i(il" O_-,4,J_[
10 0 ti,'. 1 l t__,.1t_ '.'8 ,I O.I. 7 1_.0_)0 . 1.11 7 ;' 0 0%10 0 05lli_ 0..1007
O0 0 .%t_ .' 111.1 ;'t_ ;'." ,1 £1, 1.'' t'_ *_qt_ ,_ 0 _1 ,_ 0 n.tt'_t_ 0,0._,0.1 0..15.10
90 0 ,',_, _' l,ql. 11 .'_,5 t_ I;','o.0oI l, ,I 9 .l 00tVl'_ __1 _'_¢_ti_i"b_431_
@3 11 _'_.1 (1 1811. I ,t _R.4 0 l"l. tl tII_c% _.t_ '1 _1 tl t1¢11'8 0.0¢11_1 0..15{_1
9_ 0 5.1 ,£ 1_.'9 %4 ;'14.0 O. 1,'1. t_.Ot_3 _.;t III L, t'1 11%.1q tl. IIL1_1 0.5165
9_ 0 _.'_,1.t, 1'?:1, ,'._ 2/ _ 11. 1,'," L_,t'17f, B, 7 tO '_ I"1 ,';',1_ O. ;';'2; _ £1,57,16
9'?,0 !%1 .fl 17{t._.1; " ;*,',3 0, 1,'10,O?t) -'.',,t_ 11 b 0 _','b_ "0--,'/_'r('_,'_'.'i3_ --
90 0 5,1 ,1 1 ?(,_,(_11 ;'t;.3 0 I.*,' 0.01)7 5,8 I?. ? 0 _(;51 0 3_(18 0.7419
I 39
.,1
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Table 21. l)ostgn Intent Performance for Rotor A/St_itor A
(:omp.tecl for Ut - 63.82 raps (209.38 fpR).
pt.ADE ELfMFNT DATA ROTOR INL(T
I_m[_ v vu BrTA oz cu ¢ ALP,_
I f_p$ rPS f_s FPS 0_0 MPS rFS MPS FPS MPS FPS 0[0
0. 6= 4 10_ ,_ 52 1 170 • 6s ) 2a 1 7g 2 11 s 38 6 26 s 88,) 26 0
20 3 .'J? S 18_ # St.O 16? 4 62 4 ?6 6 62.3 10.9 35.6 ,_8 ? 94 3 22._
30, 1 .32.) 181' 5 SO. 1 )64.6 61 .3 2"t.4 90 0 10.8 3S.S 29.6 '86 ? 21+6
39 s ._ _ i_-, _ 49 I 161 2 6o 3 28.0 91,9 1o.9 35 s 3o o 98 6 21.8
SS.2 SS 1 18,0 ? 47,1 164 4 58.? 28.6 93,9 11,1 _6.4 30,? 100.7 R1.3
69 0 .34 2 17 _' _ 4F.O )_0 8 58 0 gS.? 94.2 11.2 36 g 30.8 101.2 21.4
100 0 so 2 16_ s 4_.I 138 3 57,2 27,2 09,2 12,1 38.? _s.s s?,s I4,0
6LAD[ [L[_I[NT OATA ROTOR OUTL[T / STATOR _NLET
im_[R _ _u S_TA cz cu c ALPHA
| MP$ FPS HP$ FP$ 010 HPS FPS HPS F P$ I.IPS FP$ OlE:G
;_0 8 40 _ 134 m 31 0 I01.7 ,,9 3 2(; 7 e?..3 3._.s _0_.I 40 8 Iss,? 41. I
30 S 41 0 134 S 30 3 ell,4 _7.6 27 6 90.6 3,_.6 100 4 41.;_ 131_.3 d8.0
40.1 40.5 133 0 29 2 95 ? 40.0 28 2 92 4 3_.6 1'J1.0 41.? 130.I 47._
S_ 3 38 I) 12 _ 5 26 3 86 4 4_ 7 28 6 93 ? 3' _8 1041.3 42.7 140._ 48 T
09_1 3_' 8 124 0 24 ? 81.0 40.8 28.6 93.9 3:' t.; 106.9 43 3 142.1 48 S
?9.1 36 6 11.'4 9 22.9 7f, 0 38.7 26.5 93 6 3.; 4 109 5 43.9 14A.0 49_6
so.3 34"_'-_"4 20.? _s_._ _ _ ,_s I ,2.'o $,.:_3.4 44.6 t,16._ _o.b "
100 0 32 • 107 t) 18 2 1_9 $ 33 ? ;_?.4 69.8 3(..0 118.2 45 2 148.4 02.7
BLAD[ [[Lr_IENT DATA STATOR OUTL[T
| Iqlq(R I;/ _ BE TA CZ CU C ALPHA
I'IP$ FPS _PS FP$ _EG f'IPS FPS _'_'S FPS I'1P$ FPS 0[G
o 57 4 18_ 2 $2 I 171 o _ 3 2,, o 76.6 11.7 3_._ 26 ? s? .3 _.o
20 3 S? S 188 ? 51.1 167 ? 6..' • 26.4 06.7 10 S 30 3 _8.5 93 6 22._.
30 1 '37 1 187 4 80 2 164.8 61 5 27.2 89.3 10 ? 35.2 _9.3 66.0 21.6
3e s 36 _ _8_ e 46 _ 161 8 6o e ,"'_ 8 el.2 1,'_ • 3_.4 2_ e e•,e 61.2
.... _19"S ,-_T_-_--T__,-'_,--48-'_--l-_'_-4---n&q'/ ;?8 2 92.4"-I,_':-_'---_-_--_6--'&r-_§ 0 21 .0
89 2 ._5 0 160 6 47 I 1_4.? _.8 9 28 4 93 2 11 0 36 1 30.S 99 9 21._
69.0 5,1 2 t?? ? 46.1 I+.!,11 08 3 28.5 f3 5 1}.2 36 6 306 100.4 21.4
79,0 $3 1 174 3 45 o 147 S 07 S 2S 3 92,9 I_.3 27.1 30,6 10o,o 21.8
_-'_"_ _-_-_ 43 6 143 1 57.(S _? "0 'l_._ 11._' _S.i '_0.1 98,9' _'_,_ '--
100 0 SO 1 164 4 42 2 138 8 07 4 27,0 08.0 12.0 3_).4 _9.6 I16.9 24.0
I_TOR ,BLAn( _LfH_NT P_'RFORfqANCE
II'_IER MHEEt R[L LOSS LOSS NIL DIFF, REL. INCID. D[V.
( II SP[(_ TURNIN_ COEF PARA PIACH FACT, _ACH ANO! _" AI_L[
...... I_I_S -I e P$ - -ANAL _ .............. _ _...... "_ --"-_ _--_
0(0 1N OUT
O. 57' 6 18,a O0 '_0 9 0 0<'(; 00S? 0 16;" O.SOS 0 101 -8.9 10.S
10 3 5('. ? l_tt ,)/LI 12 4 0 OC,9 0 063 0 153 0.4."0 0.106 -9 0 8.2
30 j I _ 0 tS¢) d? 13 • 0 038 0 03_ 0 161 0.435 0 106 -S 0 7.,_
3_ S 64 2 I? _' 7_ 14 3 0,034 0 032 (I 160 0.43_ 0.107 -8 g 7,6
,_s.5 sa 3 I74 9? 15 I 0 03_ 0 034 0 14_ 0 4,1,' 0 106 -s s 7,7
so 0 $I 6 _69 ._4 i: 2 0,044 0 04z 0.144 o46:' 0 100 -_ 2 ?.4
:,e o 60 $ I(,6 6o 16 s 0.060 o o4s o,14_ o 466 o 08? -i).• ?.o
S9 3 4_ • 103 Oe _o 6 o o_ o os_ o Ia? o _o_ o o_2 -I0.6 S.:)
STA10R VANE FL[PIENT P[NFORMANC_
Im[_ WH_ZL Ass _.3 _s INCI_ OZv LOSS LOSS OIFF,
I SPieD TURN! NO PlACH _IACH AhOLE A_.')LE' corF PARA. FACT.
- - - Hrs IrPs - ;_NOLI"-.... k_ " --N_ ..... OI_- --OI_
• 0('O I N OUT
0 5" (., 189 0 '_ 29 ? 0 10", 0 0?0 -S 7 111 0 0 0640 0 0829 0 6200
_o e 'e,o • IS_ o, ;,_ o o _o" o o,-,_ -5.? II ) o ot;,_ 0 O0_A 0,4950
.... _0 8 _I_ _ F_Y_,I -}? -o .... _-_6_ O o_-- ---B-_ _-? -00a_t_-O-04F, a--O-"_'Ir_O....
30 _ t_._ t_ l_t') 4" ,_6 B 0 109 0 077 *S 6 ? S '.' 0345 0 0342 0 4000
40 ' 34 ,' 17"_ ?_ 6_6 4 0 110 0 079 -5,_ ? 0 I."030C 0 0,_-97 0 4330
4_ ._.) ; I,"4 9 + ,'+6 r, 0 112 0 0_0 -5 _ 6 r, (, 0_"_(., 0 0_'34 0 4980
.... _,I'._ -'_ "F. T"_ _+,p -Q/',-('---+--6--Yi $""_"b81 --:S"/" -- -$'-IF"+t ' "6_IIB-0--0'_'+"_--4_00 -
It _ _.1 I 1+'.3 44 P'_ 3 0 115 0 081 -6.1 7 1 0 Oil;.' 0 0389 0 4C50
?9 + 50 _ _St_ 60 2_ ? 0 116 0 08) -6 3 ? 6 0 0_.I_ 0 0_31 0 4600
IIS,3 4_ _ 163 08 21 2 0 t18 O 060 -6.3 II II 0 0?40 0 0?33 0 41t'_0
.... t-O0-'-O---ai'-_' |_-6_ _, 6 f_"_-6+_i_'- --:'r_-TO-O--O-TO't'O"5_O+Ob-5:'IP_O -
143
' oo--ooo"o4" '-TSF( IB
144
"_ ::_ " ': ""-_'" "':"-'-'-T "-,, " o "-:" ",,--:-:-'_-'-" b--" :,_-"C:: .(.-. o,o_; " " _-,.
' o,,
" 00000004-TSE07
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Tnble 25, Vector Diagram Parametora for Rotor A/Stator A Singlo-Stago
Configuration, Peak Efficiency Throttle.
=eLAnr.._tr_rNV OAVA Rover SNLI:T Tie se_ • 60,09 MPS(199,?s res)
I MII[_R W WU BF TA CZ CU C ALPHA
B MPS FPS MP8 _P8 pro MP8 FPS HP,_ FPS MP,_ FPS DEO
--- I. 0 -e_:b (?_-a-_8 o "fo-O,-f---Oa,a 1-9,3--63,b- f_ O--_S _-_2,-'/---_ ,-__-.1r'---
8.0 B3._ 174 4 4o.1 Io_.2 o,.4 ao.3 oo.o I1.e 3e.o 23.a 7o,? 29.o
9.0 B_.7 _?o o 4n.3 1Ol.O .0_.7 e_.1 29._ 11.3 37.o 23.9 7e.e ee.o
4.0 _,4._ 77 _ 49_ lea.e e_ s _,',.0 72.1 11.1 3n.4 24.0 00.7 20.?
7,0 B,_.B 182 0 BO,_ 164.8 64,7 _3,6 77,2 10.0 82.8 25 6 03,9 23,0
10.0 56.0 100 ? B0.4 165,3 C,4,0 24,4 00.1 9,6 31.4 20.2 89.0 21.4
1_ n sr,.o 1_3 7 Bo,o 164.1 6_.I _,2 e_,o 9,6 8_,2 _.09 as,8 e0.6
"_-o-_-e'-12-3 o 40.7"£o_T_ o_,a _-43_37_- 9,_ _v:o-_',-_-e'o_&--_6-._ _--
80.0 B_,I Ie0 0 _9._ I_0.3 _ 2 2_.0 03.9 9.3 80,4 27,2 09._ 19.9
60 0 B,q.7 176 1 47.t 154,? 61,3 t_,? 64,2 9.2 80.1 27,3 09,4 19.6
7o o _2.1 17o 9 41,4 14o. t on._ _.,';,B 03 6 9,1 29,? 27 1 eo,o 19,5
o_ 0 BO,? 160 2 44.2 14_.0 60,_ 24,? 81.1 0.9 29.2 20.3 96.2 19.0
so o _,o IOa 3 _4.e, 1_o,1 6s.s 22.2 73,o 8.1 2e.7 28,7 77.7 20.0
o_.o 4_,, _Ol.2,44 3 _4_._ 64,0 21.2 e).4 s.o 2¢,4 _;,,o ?4,8 _oB
"----0_._0-4_--_ _00 -_"_W:.214_,0 e_._ 20.? _e.:o e.o _ 26.3 _2,e ?_,9_T----
• 9.0 40,7 159 9 44.2 14_,0 64.9 20 _ 67.2 ?.9 26.0 22.0 72.1 21,0
B?.O 4_,6 169 4 44.1 144.7 95,0 20.4 66.9 7.9 26.0 21.9 71.8 21.1
88,0 48 • 169 0 44.0 1_4,4 66.0 20,8 66,6 ?.9 26.0 21,8 71,5 21._
BLADE EL[_NT DATA ROTOR OUTLET / BTATOR |NL_T
I _ER _ _U B_TA CZ CU - C ALPHA
I _P_ FP_ HPS FF_$ OFO MP_ FPS _$ FPS _PS FP$ OEG
.... 1.6-30.-6 _0II--_15"_--6_,0--_9.2 15.7 _1_.6--_.3--_._4'37.7 1_3,7 6_"--
2,0 29.0 _? 7 _4 6 00,7 _._ 10.0 _._ 32, I 118.4 39 e 130.6 04.9
o,o 21.9 oo 1 24 0 ?8,6 _3.1 17.9 _0.? 30.0 120.240.8 133.8 03,9
,4.08o.b _oo o 23 8 ?8.2 11.3 i_,o o_.,_3o.v 12o.341.3 1,m_,._12 4
?.o 81.2 iog 4 23.? ?_.7 4_ e zo.8 eo ? 3o.6 i;:o.o41.8 _'.8 6o.e
10.0 81,8 104 3 23 8 76.2 48.4 _1 0 69,0 39. I 118._ 41.8 137.2 59.6
15.0 37.0 121 3 27 0 O"_.U 46 8 _r., 3 02.9 32 _ 109,7 41.2 135.1 92.0
• 0,0 87.6 123 3 22:7 6'.5 45,1 2_,5 96,9 31.5 103 3 41,1 135,0 49.0
_0.0 36,_ 11_ ? 24 3 79.6 42.0 2C.8 88.1 32 0 105.1 41.8 137.2 49.9
70.0 34.3 I17 _ _1.8 71.4 39.3 29 _ 89.9 32.7 107.4 42 1 13_.2 _0,9
"_80_0 32.9 102; 1 _0:-7 6'_-8-'---38.8 25_---84.1 _2,0 107.9 _-_-_--.9 _1,9
05.0 31.9 10.1 G 19 3 6J.4 37,2 _.3 83.2 .'_3 8 110,9 42.2 136.6 53.0
90.0 30.? 100 6 I_.6 61,0 37._ _4.4 8[,.0 34,1 111.8 41.9 137.4 54.8
93 O 30 1 98 9 17._ 57.6 _.%._ _..I_ 8_.4 3.4.8 114 3 a2,F I_.7 54.?
95.0 30.C_ 98 6 16.5 _4.2 33.3 _.1 82.3 3.-._.-.7-1-17.1 43.6 143,1-_4_._"_
96,0 80.0 98 3 15.0 51,8 81.7 25.5 03,5 36.3 119,1 44 3 14b. B _4.0
I?.O _9,6 97 0 14.9 48,9 80.2 25,5 83.0 37.1 121.8 45,1 147,9 55.3
• 8.0 2_.9 9A ? 14.1 46,2 _9.1 2_ 2 82.6 37._ 124._ 45._ 149.1 _6.2
BLADE _tEH_NT _ATA BTATOR OUTLET
I H_IE'_ W UU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
s _Ps vPs _PS rrs o_-o rms _Ps _PS _rs t_Ps FPS DEO
2 O _4.6 179 2 50 9 gG 9 68.',. 19 g 65 2 9.6 32 2 2_.2 ?2.8 26,_
0 51 ? 17'_* 4 _0 4 6,_ 2 6_ O 21,4 70.1 0 3 33 6 _3 ? 77,? 2_.6 _,
4 0 ._d.G I?Q _ ,I_ 9 _ _ _ O_ "_ P,_ 3 73,1 0 6 3.1 _ _.1,? FI.0 2%.5
-----_.-o .,,._:-.-;-T7(_-e--4_.;4 t,;;'o e,_ e Z_:-o--__-o---i":-_-'--_.;.3 :::, e 83.9 :'_.e
7.o o4.1 17_ o _e 3 r,o.s _a o ;,a.4 eo.1 _ ._ 3__1 27 _ 8_.1 _ 9
I0,0 .r_3 _ 179 8 47 _ _,_ 2 91 9 ,_'.', 2 6. "_ 8 2 4 40._ 28 I P2.2 _G.O
1_ 0 _.,4 0 17! _ 47 G ",,L; I _! 6 ._'_ 6 83 9 1 9 3q _ ;£ P 9_.6 _4.9
80 0 _,s. 1 171 6 47.4 ,'_Iso 61 ,0 _(,.I 85 7 o 7 3_ 2 _8 2 92.6 _.3
00 O _,2.,1 1"/." 0 4_ O .17 _ I_3.9 27,0 88 I_ 1.3 37._ 29,3 9_3 O P2,9
70 O_ ._._.0__ l__f,__ ." 4"_ :" 4t 8 ._,8 ? _t, I 8'_ 6 1 3 3£, _ _A 4 :_3 3 _3 3
eo_ 4t_,.t It;" 2 ,t_-8- ,10 t, 1_.q t_ ,._.1,? 81, I O.t', 3.'-, 3 27,0 00,_ 23,4
BG O 4_ 8 IC, O O 41.7 _ 8 58 g 2_ 3 83 O 1 4 37 .% _7 _ 91.1 24.2
.____I,_..0_,_7_L. r,.1n 4o ? 3._..or,%___,',,__?? ,.._______7 ,_n._ ,-,_,_ e¢. ? 2_, 1
I._ O 4t_ 7 It,,;,_ 4 41 1 3.1 8 61 3 ._._ 3 73,1 1.1 3E, 5 24 9 Ol.? 26.4 S
I6 _ 46 O I_ ? 41.4 3_ ? G_ 5 21.4 70.1 0 6 3._ 3 ,'_3 9 70,5 _6 6
B?.O 46 .1 1,_." _ 41,6 37 3 94 2 20.1 6._,8 0 2 33,4 22,B 73.8 D6,8
I_,_ 46 4_f,?. I 4_9 140,0 _7,6 1? _ 07,6 9.0 ,_.q,G 1.q ? 64,? 27,1
/'
......... i ......... ,,i ....... I ..... : ...... _., l)iVl ,
O0000004-TSE11
Pable 20. Vector Diagram Parameter_ for Rotor A/Stator A Singlt,-Stag,_
ConflguratLon, Peak ProRmlre RLAe ,and Near Srall Throttle.
BLADE ELEMENT OATA ROTOR INLfT TIP SPEED • 11.3IS MP_ (P.01.27 /PSI
I IIME_R W WU B_TA _ CU C ALPHA t
..... | ..pIPS. F"PS __ HPS FPS DF._ HP,,_ F.PS MPS IrrB HPS FPS DEO
t,o 5s,4 17,_s _o,B _c,._ "_6-e--17:4- _7,_-[d71---_,-_--_-d75--_,T--sT:-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-._
z.o _3,_ 17(; (; BO.e, 95._ (;9.4 10 e Ol.O 10,? :m,I _1,(_ ?0.9 29.0
8.0 54,2 17"1 7 60,6 65.G @_,._ 19.0 54,4 I0,G 94.'7 2_,= '73,2 20,S
4,0 54 [, 171_t_50 ,I t_%4 t_75 20,? 67,0 10.0 34 7 25,2 76,2 27,0
37",6_4.7-'f_-_;-_, a--Ck;.4- -_;r-ZB"-2"C_-7-6_-o--fo"TS--3;4_'-,_'7_---?_'7.0 :;_o I
10.0 50,0 IB3 9 51.1 67 6 6_.6 2_.0 7_.6 9.3 30,6 24.9 01.6 _2.0
15,0 r,._ ,_ !__.t..G _I.0 ¢.7 4 61 q 23.7 77 7 0.9 29 3 2f..3 83 1 20 6
30,0 _,,_ ,_ el.3 49.0 IC,3.3 04.0 24.0 78.51 8.0 20.0 P_.O 84.0 20.1
_0.0 F3 6 70 7 40.1 157.9 6.1,2 24,1 79.;" 6 6 20.;P _'5.G 84.0 19.6
70.0 b_ ,1 71 .q 4G.G 1_;_.7 6; ) ,% 24 1 78.9 8.4 27.4 2_,5 83.6 19.1
80.0 UI.4 E,8 7 4b.C. I,raO. l 6;" 7 23 ,._ 77,-0--8.2 2-7.0 C'4._ 01.6 1"_9_
05.0 bO.? GG 4 4_.5 140.1 63.4 22.5 73.9 8.1 26.5 _'3.9 ?8.6 t9.7
90.0 50.0 04 0 45 3 14C.5 64.8 21.P. 69.6 7.8 25.6 22,6 74.0 _0. I
9.1 0 49.5 C.? 3 45.2 t_8.3 0% 9 _0.1 (;5,8 7.6 24.9 21.4 70.4 20.6
9_.0 4_.o c,o9 4c,.o 14_.5 eo.3 19.0 o4.2 _,-T_'-2_"_-2f.o :Oa.9--21__'-'_
9_.0 49._ 160 6 44.9 147.6 66.5 19.4 63.6 7.6 24.0 20.8 60.3 21.3
07.0 48.9 1(;0 3 d4.9 147.`1 66 6 19.2 63.1 7.5 24,6 20.6 67.? 21.2
98.0 40,7 1',,9 9 4,1,8 s_7.1 (;6 ? 19. t 62.87.5 24,6 20.5 67.4 21_.9
BLAD_ ELEMENT D_TA ROTOR OUTLET / STATOR INLET
I HHE;R W EU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
X PIPS__ps_.____PS_E¢s_ OLG._ PIPS FPS _125 rP_ f_PS rPS 0_
'1.0 27.5 _0 ,1 24.1 70.1 61 o-I-3,3-"-4_.-C,--_.._"_-I--i2-f_83_.4 10"?.9.4 --70.--_---"
;t.O 26,3 O r, P ,71.9 71.9 S'3.3 14.5 47 6 3_ 2 120,8 41.8 137 3 69.5
_.0 ,_6.4 6f,. "/ 21.4 70.2 53.9 15.5 50.9 39.7 130.2 42.6 159.8 60.5
4.0 26,7 G;" 7 ;?_1.1 F;q 3 5_'.I 10.4 53 7 39 9 1"t0.8 43 1 141.4 67.5
• .0 PG.9 _0 _ ;'1 .0 bt_.9 51 .2 16.G "_--1--39.9 130 _. 45.3 141.9"--67.0
7.0 27.1 (,R 9 _:.1 69.3 _I.0 17.0 _._ 8 39.0 129 9 43.1 141.4 (;G.6
10,0 28.0 91 t: P1 .9 71 .8 _1.3 17.4 57 2 38.5 126 4 42.3 13_.8 65.5
15.0 32.;_ 10_ 1 :_4.5 _0.5 4" _ 21.1 69 1 35.,1 110,, _ 41.2 135.2 59.1
20.0 30".7_1C:0 _-P--7-_"O'--_,P,'-;/-'"_I '_-"-"2A_-B"-(.1"_-.5 32.5 106--'.(_ 40.9 134.2 52.b
30.0 37._ 1_:_ 0 26.9 O0 3 4b ¢. 26.1 P_ G 31.7 03.9 41.0 134.6 150.4
50.0 35.4 11(; 1 24.1 79.1 42.0 25.g 85 O 03.6 07.0 41.7 136.7 51.4
70.0 33.n 1o8 I 21.4 70 3 40 4 ,'_5.0 6_.1 33.5 09 8.._4_1.0 137.1 53.1
00.0 31.(. 103-*.--'I_---'(_-[_.-0-"3_-7 24 6 80 7 34.2 12 1 ,'2 1 150.2 5't.I
85.0 30.(. I00 3 12_.8 01.8 3_.9 24 1 79 1 34.7 13 9 42._ 138,G 5_.I
90.0 ;'9 3 9£. L_ 17.b _7.4 30 5 23._ 77 2 35.6 10.'_ 42.6 139,9 56.3
__.__93_0 _____._I_______.I1_..3 53 5 3d O 24 1 79 O 3G.5 19 _ 43 7 143 4 .K_.4
95.0 ;/9 ? _.",, q I_,.2 be_ 0 31 3 _d.9 _I,{_ 37 4 ?_.t, ,14.9 147..1 156._'----
96.0 Pq 0 0,% 1 14 G 47,9 30 2 P_ 0 62.1 37.9 124.4 45.4 149.0 50.4
97.0 :?_ 3 _ ".-I 13.9 45.5 2 _ 2 24.7 81.1 38.6 126.5 45.8 150.3 57.2
_98.0 77,9 91 5 13.7 44.8 2__L_2_24.3 79. ? 38.7 126.9 45.7 1`1_._ 57.7
J_LAttF FLFMI-N1 _&IA STATOR OUTL[:T
I H_'R W _tU BE: TA CZ CU C ALPHA
I HPS ¥PS HP_ FP_ DFG HP,e. FP5 HPS FPS MP8 FPS PTL;
.... 1.0-_,5,1 16n 7 1_1:_- t(,d 9---68 9 |9(. '_,1-,4- 9 8- 3,").1--2"1.--g--"__-._)--.",C,-4 --_
2,0 _4.9 180 3 50.9 I(._.0 07.7 20.7 07.8 10.3 33 (, 23.1 7b.7 20.3 t 1
3.0 ¢_,1.8 179 6 _O 4 IC.._ _ GG 6 2.t.G 70 n 10.7 3[_ 1 _.'.I 1 79.1 _"G.3
4 0 5,1 7 17,1 .I ._ L_ _.C,_ 3 6% .1 ?? G 7,1.2 11 p 31_ 0 ._b 2 82._ 20 3
--_.-0-c,4 .,, fT_,-b-_6-b--lO_-e--_1 _,_:_._;_--/_-,-.3_f-C-:?"r-_-?-c o---_s-_--C,,:;_----
7.0 ,_,4._ 1",'e 0 ,tO [, I,r9 b 6,'! _, ,74,1 72 0 1_ 1 39 6 C7,0 88,4 2G,G
10 0 _%o1.1 171 I_ 4_.0 lbT.C, 62 .1 24 0 L_1.8 1_.4 40 6 27.9 91.3 2G.3
1_,0 %_ 4 l_.q 4 47 9 1', _ P 61 _ 2._ 7 B.: _ 12.0 39 5 _t_ 4 93.1 _h 0
30,0 54 5 1,'e .q 47.4 15b 7 GO 3 PG.9 80,1 I1.1 3G.G 29,1 95.4 2k_._
_0 O %P 7 1 :." 7 .15 4 14._ 1 59 % ;'(. (, 87 2 11.3 37 I 28 9 94 5 23 0
?O 0 %(% 5 11 .I q d.l 7 14(. R (.) 8 ;t._ 9 .;r,, (I 10 i_ 3.'I 3 _-% 0 8; I _3 9
.... -_00,1'1.'1 "1_ I 0-_14.P--14.1 9 -_3-')_1,4-- 70 _--'0-_---02-_'-2_--6---_ r 5 _4_'6-'_
05.0 .It_ _ lt._ 0 43 6 143 (1 _3 c) _1 _ (,._ 5 9 .q 3_ _ 23 `1 76,8 ;.'5 1
go 0 4"_ .q It,' 1 43 0 141 2 (,3,7 ._1 0 (_,) C' 10 0 3;' 9 _3 3 76 5 ;"5.4
____3 0 4" (, t',t. 1 4_.8 140 _, (;.1 0 ;)0 7 1.t_ _' 10 0 _.' "_ ;'_,"t (I 7._, 4 _'_ 6
0,% 0 47"4 tL.',, ,_--4_)'-P, - 140 (:--(,4-5-20 3---t._, _-'-_ 6--3,'"0"-_'-_¢-_----73_'_P_. 6---- _
9G.O 47,3 lb"', _ 43 0 141.0 _t, I l_b ? (',`1 ? 9 5 31 3 21 9 71.9 I95,7
97.0 4,",I 1',1 _, 43 ," 14_ ? t,6 3 18.8 01.0 9 2 30 ," ;)I 0 (:;88 2(, 0
__ 9@.0 `1(, [' 151 6 43 3 142 0 6,_1 3 16 I ,%.I.0 9.0.__29 7 18.5 be 7 29.2
1,19
_i
,. ,,-,., _- - -_...:" -:::.._---:-_--__'=_.-f--2...:Z_-.-r- ....... ... ....:..- ,.:.:. . - ::: ...__.
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Table 2 ?. B].ado and Vano Eloment Porformanco for Rotor A/S_ator A,
Stngle-Stago Configuration, Doaign Point Thro_tlo.
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1
Table 28, Illmh, _md V;m_' l,'.lL, mL, nt Ih,rlornl_l_lvu for Rotor A/St;ltor A,
SlnvI_'-SLay, e {:onft_uratton_ Ih};lk l:.ffl('lCmvv ThrottlL',
ROlOfl I'I.AFIF I Il-fll_II I)IIHORflAflCF
I|4111.R b/IllI I I_ll , I ()gg i Ir_g:i I,_II .)I[I Id-I ll,lVll IIFV,
(_',) ","lI II fllprllIl(l _',))I I"ARA, t"h1"Ii A_'I li,_,_.llAl-,)ClI Alllh f
NI"_ (I"', Al'h;lF l,lii I,,I_), I),i_ LIIq.I
Ill{3 IN OU I
1.0 GCJ.tl lq r_ .bl 0, I 0,0,_ f'l.n_i 0 ITS:"'l.f_1*)C) ,iz_ ._3,7 1,5,0
_.),I'IG(I. _, 1'I'i.1,1 11.n CI,11_; o ID.'I¢i I'_I ) C,g'1 <i *'_I_(,..r_,_ II_.,I_
3,1;I I,;i,(,l,V_._'.l 13,_,) O, I I0 1),l.)/ _I l' , I,_,,_,li:I_,_,L, -./.0 _,_
!) i) ¢_;h.i I,)_I.:',-I1_)._' _'I,I¢,c) cl ,(,',_1 I!31 ) (,',, (_,'_r,'l -',_I) (_,_
_,fl (i;",,"i_li I,,I Ic1,,% II l'l_: il,!'_.Ii'lII,"I I l,v,_fl )I_,ILI I_.,I _.al,,_
15,.'-) .%0.F, I )F).;"., IC,,3 rI (I:_,I (_ _)'_ O, It);' C) '.)r",; O, I07 '-9,0 4,0
?0.;) ,_9. 1 t_'.'_ 75 1(3., ,1 o 017 T_ r) O. IC, 1 n..'),_,f 0.110 -8,7 4.3
:t1") L) ,_'_ 1 lq('l, t'_.) IZ' 1 I I t I ' _ ('l I _, _1i ,%'1 II '1'_1' I"), lll_--I "(L)'.1 _t,'_'
t,O _ t_f,,,_ It, t, /(, 19 L1 () 1, I:) (').;i,I t) , ,,."" _ '_()") O, I()'_ '-7.I ..... ,'=).4
/t) ) t)l ',, ', . ,' ', "I ._ I) _')',I (_ I_', n.. _'.,I 0,'_ I. C),d1".,l ,G, '] IS, I
_.'_I) 1 ._.)_', C) _';,, ,? ," )',I ).') (l l,o,(l fl ,i r iI ,I ' .I t> I,I tl, i',,:,,% -Ic', | 7,
clO 0 L_." '/ ,';' "_ ;"C), 1 r) ( ,.")-F;- (_ ,): _) , ," I _, ',',,) : _), _"_'.' ,..I, L') "/,-_-'"
(I"1,0 C.2 1 71,,nP ;,r), O _ _:_I _ ._ _' ! I.' "_,_t. , _),,'_':7 "_,7 (3,0
-q[),O ._f' f' ",'l,"e_ .'ll,d 0 ();'L) () q -_ n l,ll "I.('_I 0.0,$7 -r_.,t _) d.l
9f, l') t:)+' I ;'c) .l;_ :+.'),;-) (I C_,,',.> ,+ ,) q 0 I,II ,'_,r,i' O,{'g7 ."I,3 ,"),7
_._);',O-'i,/;,--i._ - ,"n,L,:', -:_,;.e, n,o,"l (,,,)' C,-O +5)I _ (',_, O,-6_P_, -3,3- -I-_-
L'I, , _ II ,I'_ -) (_ C I 0 I ?)I ,'_ ",),.'gqO,O tSl n 'n .::' . ,, . 0.08_ -3.4 0.4
TIn,( '''))I. :_, (F, 1 _ Ib; -I I-_,
* See Figure f6 and Table 23 for loss coefficients computed
froI relative total pressure measurements.
'-_FA'ItlF_ '_l_Nl" T-'I I'_; "ll I', ,I"",; I.AI'|(-F-
II_IMFR _)'ll I %F'..'_. .,'l"g. ,,',,r"-._,'_,_.Ir_ Inf-','. I ").g;" I.C,:_S DII'F,
:,''I I_ l' .'l'll'h'; ,I."'-"T rl.'\r'll "hll3l F" ,',l,h'.l r _.c)( F. PARA, FACT,
" : v.'-,l |: lll[l ,q,',, F'I'I-; III l'irP. '.- .
:1; t'_ I _'l t"[l'l
l , 0 I_I" I _" II_ ' ! :" i"_I [+) I I_, . ] I'l ! I,l'l *I g 1'., {; _ 1 ' ':" I_.Ic_i.'l0 COl?
I"I t-,() / '_" I ' " ,' _I. I ',g ;'_ ' .. ! 1 .I ; ? t",') " "-.'y: 0 _'-l(, C)._;.',",O
' 7,(I ( r, .' c) . ' '_ _ 1 i -) _,,. , ;. > ,_ , ;',, tr, ,, l",."g [l.t,Fl:_
I0.0 t n _ ,, " -' ) "( i, t) ','I t', (',"_ ,, _ ',, _ i I;", _ ,)-I I,'" "n_'-'--'T_'O
") 15,t'I ")_'I,',_ '<, , ", ' ' I I) I') (7 _,, ' I i ,: ( )I ')" _'_ ) ",_.) r) ,l_"_l
_0 ,.3 t),_t 1 "11) .", :'.'.t, ,_,. i'" '_ ," :_ 3 ,""L", _ b '' _',? C). ! . -"?
7)') "_ *_ ) _, "" .'.' ' '* t., t'_ , , "_ . ' . _ ,I ,) ,-)' ' _' i._.'_ -) " ti
':I0 t_ '.,," ' : ,.t_._ ), '_ ,) , l :" ,_ ,',-C4 ,_ IQ
C)G _ ,_ ......) "_ _ ' ' "U ," _'_ . '*,: , ) . , _ , ' "., I , I ." /I :} I ' ,',., ',;'
-!)7 0 ' ,, ',) " ' 'c-', ,) ,, ,_ ,_ '_ t " -_ _ ,,_ , :_J[WI--<', i t'[.,_.)
")E: 0 I ") ', .'".... " ' . ', fI _1 _.) T'),, ' ,) .,' LIL I I ") .{I l, "I, t ' . ' - 'I _'l.
-:- .............,,,, :......., ._.,::_:..... _,_=".,,,-":.:,ra.................. : ....... _.:, - -";.- ._-_-- __
O0000004-TS E14
'l'_ll>lu 29. Bi_Hh. nnt| V;lnt, P',lt,nlt,llt Pt,rform;lne,, rnr Rntnr A/_t:ltnr A,
Sllll_Jt.-_Lal_e Conflp_urat. ltm, Ponk I'ri_mmlr,, Rim, and
N,,nr Stall Throttle,.
ROTOR nl ADf" FI. EHI_NT I"F]_FORtIANCE
IMPIER WtlEFI. REL. LO_,B _ I.OS3 REI., OIFF, RE[., INCID, DEV,
(Z) .. ._-PEED .... T tlI?N I N_. ..COEF, PAR_A ,_ .PIh,CH _FACT _..... MA__CF_!_A _JOI-__E AN_GI-:E
PIP,3 r ps AN_ILE NO. NO, DEe DEG
DEe I N OUT
1,0 G1,3 ;_0o.97 9,8 0,1G9 0,1,40 0,1_35 0 714 0,080 -:1,1 17,6
2,0 61,2 ?O0.G7 13,1 0.712. 0.191 O, 15G 0.730 0.076 -4,4 13.0
........ , , -- ,P.O'_ O, I_)q ... ' , ,_'0- 61 1 _O0..'IG 14.7 0 2P6 0-'-- .... -" -_ A--761 0.077 -5 1 10 15
4.0 61.0 _0(_ OG 15.4 0.2:13 0.2.13 0.1"38 0,75R 0.077 -6.0 8.7
5,0 60.q Oo. Tr_ 15.6 0.2.41 (-)._.2.1 0.1'39 0.7G6 0.078 -G.5 7.9
7.0 GO.7 q!},l(, 15,0 0.___2.:%t_._ 0.2.33 0.160 0,7'56 0.079 -7.1 7.8
10.0 60.4 9r_ ;,,(j 14,_. 0.;'_3 H.?:}20. 163 0.7._9 0.081 -7.3 8.1
1l._.0 (_0.0 9(%.74 15,7 O. 1G4 0.1_1 0.163 O.G.'_9 0.0£_4 -7.2 6.15 •
_0.0 .59._ 9.% r_3 17,.t 0.0'35 O.O_. 0 167 0 %,'%1 0.106 -6,9 5.2
30,n 58.t'_ J2,21 1,9,.3 0.013 0.013 O. 1GO 0 50._ 0.109 -6,01 5,4
- 50.0 ,%G,7 3G 17 ?.0,4 0.0,.°8 0,027 0.156 0 5_,1 0,103 -5,2 6,2
70.0 ._.1.9 180 14 2? 0 0.05_ 0.057 O. 157 0 ,_'71 0.096 -4,7 7._
80.0 540 77.17 ?,1.,9 0 074 0,0"/2 0.149 0 L$gP 0.o92 -4.6 7.1
85_,_0_._..5..'__5___75,___(,_!.... 2._,.. _6 .... O._._a.,lT_r._0.0;'2_ 0 147 0 GIO 0.0139 -4.1 7.1._
90.0 '33. 1 74.10 2P,,._ 0.004 0,091 O. 14_, 0 G3G O.OL'_5 -3 0 6.[_
93.0 52.8 1"73. 19 :31 ._3 O.ORI 0.079 O, 143 O.G,IG 0.084 -,_ I 4.5
95.0 5?.G 172.;, ;q 3_.0 O.Ofqt-; l) 06_ 0.142. O.G.ltq O.(18b -1 9 _.1
96.;) 52.._o 17;>. "_'_ 36.3 0.071 0.06__ 0,142 0.655 0.064 -1 8 1.1
--"9"7"_i_ 5_.4 171,oq 37.4 O,OP,5 0.08.3 0.142 0.673 0,082 -I 7 0,_
98.0 5P..q 171 r,p 37.5 0.091 0.0_'_ 0.141 0 GR_ 0.081 -1 7 0.15
TOR_O!?E .- 87P.0. ,I !_ I N -L._._L .....................
• See F&gure 66 and Table 23 Eor loss coefftcien_s co=puled
_rom relative Coral pressure measurements.
,STATOR V&NF El EriF.HT FFRFr)RNANCE
i MMFR ,,q lEEr. ABS. ABS, AB$. I NO 1D. Dt(V. LOSS LOSS D I FF.
f( ;F'I.--EI) TI_Et,II t,lP- HAC!I rI_,CH ANr¢I_E ANOI IT. r:hEF. PARA, FACT.
NP ; FI .'; AI"OLI-_- NO. N-O. 13-Eo-.... DE-r:_-
DEO I N OUr
1,0 61.,i 200.97 43.7 0.114 I3 064 .q _ 15.2_ 0.1783 0,17,_9 0.G920
2.0 61.1;_ F,'30 G7 43.2 0.1P1 0 O67 9 0 15.0 0.,")31:3 0.2281 0.6961
3.0 61. 1 250 ",6 ,12.? 0 i;, ;-n--13---/_').... #--_-1-4_8---0-:7262 0.P222 0.G772
4,0 GI.0 200,rig ,11 ,2. O, 125 0 073 7 8 14.6 0._101 0.207_ 0.6519
5.0 GO '_ 10._}. 7G 40,6 O. l';b 0 (')/-) "2 7 14. "6 O. 1'3;_40. 189{'1 0.6.336
7,0 6., 7 !"}_(__.L? __"U.:.0_ 0 t25 0 0"13 8 0 t4.5 ,"1. 157r_ 0.1,_54 0.6,)25
10.0 60 4 I _;)._"=, ._',.i _. n I;'3 r_ oP1 7 _.h |_._ 0. 1 I_ O. 1137 0.,%1'326 I_11
lb.O G"_ 0 1'"';..'1 3,'1.1 o 119 r_ o82.. "3. r) 12.0 O.Oel / 0.0_07 0._.;141 I
20.0 %'_ " lq, _, :":_ 2" 3 0 119 C_ 139C: 2 b 9.7 O.(G30 O,OGa3 0,4010
30.0 '5,q,6 i9; -_ 2_1 ;'-'; 9 0.11_1 £l. Ot_ -3 2 ,_1.5 0.0690 0,0,684 0.1687
,_0 0 ,_,G.7 16_; I; 28 4 0,121 0.n84 ? 0 8 6 O,13BRG 0.0877 0,4860
70 0 "},!, _ lO_ 1 1 F'q 2 q, I,'; 0.0/;. 1 7 O.E O, 1910 .') 18913 O.Sg_.8
:',0.0 ',_ ", IV '. I:" ;_'" t; 0 1,'.' 0 qG'; ,_3 10 q' _ ':'?')z! r_ ")_,r,.0 ._.G362
_,_ r_ t,., t:. _,"3 I, 30 13 0 122 t.l.0G,] -1 _;, 10 '" r3, _z!':,,q r), ;:'./-t.'11 rl,f_130
90 _13 F,'{, _ 17.1 IP 313.$_ 0 1," 1 r_ _I_P - 1 1 11 U O. _4,°,5 13 ;__/.ft7 Il. O_7
9,1.C ', :" _/;'. ''_ ,_('.13 O, I;,'/ _ (}G7 -I,': :1.13 O.::IO'_'F n ;?092 0.r..749
9r, 0 F, ( 1 ,',', ; ; m}. b 0 I._r_ o, n,,5 ,'. _ I 1 , t3 O. 34-34 O. 3456 r). 7023
9£;. 13 t_ -', % I /;), ":_ :'10 . 7 rl,1 ,;:) (I. n(,.1 -2 . 1 11 . 7 0 3745 0.3/04 O, 7237
9"1.0 52 1 17]_-i._--._,II-.-2 ..... 0-. iJ'_3)_-I_61 .... '_,5-- I-?.,13 0.4025 0,3980 0,'15-_--
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'rld_It: ]3. vet-tot l_lagram l_;ir_imoterH for Rotor A/Stator A l.'our-._rnge
(,onllguratlo., l:Ir_t .qtnge 'l'ested Peak Effletoney Throttle.
.atAnr rI_MfNT. (lAVA R_me INLt_T TIP sPr_-o • e4.o? MPS t_I;_,I? FPS)
I MI'_I S W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
I I_PS f P_ HP._ rPs O_o l_PS FPS HPS rP5 MPS FPs OEG
_.¢J '_6._ Ir.',, ;' _,_.'.p I"11.t G#,8 i,l.G 70.9 I,',.3 40.4 2,1.0 81 IS 29,G
3.0 b?.O I0# 0 _,.".4 171 8 6r, 6 ?? _ 73.7 I_.0 39.4 ;_5 _ 83.6 ;'8.0
., -' -b. 0 bl_, l-'i 90 ? bZ 9 t _:) ;. _,_ ,_ 24/I --79'T0 'I f'.'3---37,-0 -I,6--K'--_?T_5"O_-
• ,o _ 1_,._a _ 3 _._o _._ _ a_ _ e_._ lo6 o_ 9 ._ _ _._ 3 ma,o
10.(I B_..5 19.% I _3,_ I?_,_ 6_.9 2G 0 85.3 10,2 33 5 27.9 91.6 21,4
BO.O T_7.0 187 1 _0 I 164.3 61._ ,".7.3 8._ 7 9 8 32.0 _"9.0 9_.2 19.6
70 _1 _,4 161 G 40.? 1_0 3 _(I 5 _7 I 89 I 9.6 31.6 ,_8 0 94,5 19,B
• '5.01 '53.8 I?(; 6 4G 9 I.'%; 0 GO _ :?(;..q 86.4 g.5 _I.1 ;78.0 91.8 10.8
gO 0 _2.9 173 5 47.q 11_'.,I ¢.3.2 2_.7 77.7 8.7 _8.4 ?$.;" 82.? 20.0
93 0 ,.._.,_ 171 3 4_,I _a _ _4 ._ ._.__ 73,9 e _, _ I _a._ ?._,I _.0.8
96 0 _t,_ 169 O 4_,g I_,I 0 _4,g 91,8 71 6 8,,1 27,6 23,4 76,8 21,0
97,0 hi.6 1£.9 d 46 8 1.'_3 6 (;4,9 _I,7 71,3 8,4 2";.7 _3 3 7G.,_ 21,I
BLArIF FLKI'IEI'T DATA Rf_TOR OUTLET / STAI_')R INLET
I I'INFR W WU BETA CZ CU C ALPHA
1[ MPE t-P_ MPS FPS OEG MPS FPS _['_ FP$ _IP3 FP$ (lEG
...... 1.03o P 115 3 31..o-104 5 "(.4,8 11 9-46 8-3Z 7- 10,"[3a._-.-_ll7_q_6_,4
0 33 ?.110 ',', ,"8.7 94,2 _e.3 17 G 57,6 _.8 117,4 39,9 130,e 63,G
3.0 :.3._' 109 0 .":.,'_ 8.o.t 5.1.7 19 1 {'., "7 ;._7.;" 1_7-.I 41 0 137.2 62.6
4.0 3_.1 10_ :' _B.,1 £.i'. 6 f,_ 6 ?0 0 Gr, _ .l* _.' 174.3 _7.9 1,_.7 6P.O
----[, n 5a 4-f_ .", :{, I "_;, ".,--'.,i :"2b b-(;0-4 3e 1 1;e_.--Y-_3 _ fa;'.c,---O-1.2---
7,0 34 4 11_ .(1 _C, 4 _G,b 49 8 _;',I ?_.G 3 _ (, I_3 5 43,7 143 _ 59,4
10.0 3C,,3 11._, 1 _7.._ 90,1 49 (1 ,'3,7 77,9 _6.2 118 g 43 .q 14_,1 _6.6
t_ o 4(_,G I,_3 ._ 3'_ P E,'), I 47 n ,_7 1 8.q 0 33 0 10_ .'1 47 7 1,_0,_ _(1,4
"" _u 0 _I-1-_;_" 13 %) 3-30 ;I---_._) _'--4",'._ _2"7 9 _ql ];' 3_' 4 10t;_-.1;<_ - l.lO,3]__t- ....
a_ 0 40,7 133 4 70 _ 0._ Ti 4_.'_I 7t_ ? 92,7 ,_;" 5 106 ? 43," 141,3 46,9
bO,C 3R,7 127 L_ 2G,.% e(, 8 43,0 ;?{: 2 9." C, ;Ij.,1 109 4 43.7 1.13.4 49,6
70 t_ 3.r, I 110 r, ;,:_ .-1 ?G ._ 40 1 ;'" _, 90 r, :i.l+6 113 ,4 dd ,o 14_ I 51,3
---80 u ti1,71"13 8 ;";,0- _f_7"_'-'-3':1, 1 ;'t. 9 i_8,1 3'.,,0 li.f i,_/, i 14,."'i;-%_'_-_'3 ......
8.% 0 33 3 10 (_ .I ?1.0 68 ? 30 8 _'t, 9 8_.1 3 r, _ llii.4 .43 9 1.1,1._ B3.?
90 I;i 31.8 104 .' 19 0 6,% O 3U t, ;'i it Ill r, 3_, I 110.5 -13,8 143 8 5_.3
l_l.'l.O ."ll,_ 10_ 3 18 {, 61 I 3G (, o_.% 0 8_" 0 ,'17 ('i 171 4 4.1 7 1.1L3,_ B_,O
..... fll:, O'_ltl P,- lOl 0 17,3- 5b'_i---3.i"2 .%'-, .I {;.1-5 31.1 1 1.'o_45,_- 1_,0 3 _G"_ ....
t(_ I'l i'll1 C, IO0 3 1{. El _'o l .'LI .' ,"t, (, 113 9 ."t_ 8 l."l, G 4b.3 I*ol.8 _0,3
97 0 30 4 9_1 ? 16,4 _3,7 3; _ % .-._,G 8;i 9 39 9 17," 6 4_; 6 I?,2,7 56.b
9{, LI _q,3 96 0 1',,',, 7 _1 .t 32 "l 74 7 {it I :19 .', 1,_9,t_ 46,6 1_2 9 57 8
BLAII[ IIININ1 D_TA SIAIf_R OLITLI{T
II'lVlL It k# Wtl BE IA CZ CU C ALPt44
ll HP._. l PS I_,f'_ F F'._, (it-{; f'lPt; Ir i_._ NP_4 F P._. NP. _. I F'S ['l['G
" " 1,0 t,/.?"lt::" % _.t *., 1;'ll 9 " 70 I, 1', 0 I_ d" ID 0 J3 "O'i'l"t ,'0 l;--';.'71e ......
_" I._ ".,'.l_ l_t_.'l !1 b.l,_ 17; 9 C'.l r, _0 I G.% 9 I0 _ 3.1 C, ;;2 _ ,"4,0 _6 9
3 0 ._,7 _ lll9 _. _.,.I _.l I"t, _ G{I ? ['.l l_ _8 ;' I0 ._ 34 .1 ;'3 3 7(,,d l'i, 7
4 0 *._, .t" tl3 'l 1 *o.I ;* 17.1 " I,? 3 .%" 1 7Z 4 11 O _l ," ;'J 7 LIl| 0 ?_,_
, - .... {, 0 *.,/ t,-3i-,'_--8 t','."-.'- 1,'3 I "i,i; :l ;3 t_ " 71, ,l 11 .f ,t." b ,'t, "_- 84 2-i"_,[4 ....
? 0 f_" .I lPf ? .%1.7 189 .% I;.1 1 ?I _ ill "_ 1;" 3 .10 .l ?7 e 91 _ i'C, 3
l(I 0 L_, it 1,'1;* 9 ?,0 .(1 ILl7 LI b:" (. ?,, i" eli 1 I_ t* d.' 0 [(1 _ 9b ? _ .q
15 ,; i." ". :?l lt'i_ O _ l'l t; l(,% rl t;1 7 ;'_ l', Oil.{, Ii ' "* 41 .l_ :'1 0 9"8 _ 0
.... i'_ll 0 ".,' II ;i,"l"lt f,O ICll, t, ,' "51-,3;'" t, oO 7 I1 9--3q-i--._L7 "l-pB-B_'_3"--3 .....
• itl.I 0 i,, (. 18*1 0 ._o i" tti.l _l (,0 _ 711 ;• 9,' ? 11 _ 3." 9 30 _l 100 I _,_
5t._ 0 b:, 3 il'l ._ ,17 4 Ib',, i: ._,_ it .,',' *,. tl3 4 1;" 4 4_ ? .'11 1 IL11 9 _3 _,
?l._ 0 *.,1 • 1 t, 1 .?*, t, 101.1 $ i%-, c_ ,'r. 4 9.1 I t'. 3 4_ d :1,1 9 lot _ ;_.t,d
--'till. _ i' '._ lt"t '.t .'" ,'1 ti 14" .-'-_ll l"l ,'_" (I {11 J lf'O- .lq t" .l,l_ ill 4 -i.I 3
{q*,.'_0 _,,' is 1"I .1 ,1,t :i 1.1% 3 57 # 27 D" .¢i0 0 1'," I 3 (1 .q ,iO 7 _)') _ P3 G
tiO 0 {,_ ,i tt,.q f .l.'l _1 1.I1 9 _)7 1 ,," I1 91 3 1, _ ? -11 t; 30 I[, 100 3 ;"4.4
93 P %0 i _ ,' "_ ,l," ;" l.i_l ;1 e._7 1 ;'? 1 I1- 1 _ t f_ ,t,l _l ;iLl _'l (li4 il t_ir_ .'1
tl_l LI .l'i t, ll.' l: 4,' ?. 1.I.i .1 {,Lq .' ,'•. 7-"llol-;* I.l O Ji' ._ ;.'{; 7 !1.1 j- .'t, 7
ill O .19 _ _t,;' _ 4;' ill 1.IL I [t _1 II ;'.I O i'll _ 1.' _ .lO .q ?7' 7 90 ¢1 ;"C,,l_
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'l';11_le'14. Vector Diagram l'arzllnet_,r_for Rotor A/Staler A Four-Stage
Configuration, First ._taRe Te_ted, Peak Pre_.';ure Rtne and
Near Stall Throttlo,
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Table 35. Blade and Vnne Element Performance for Rotor A/Stator A,
Four-Staga Configuration, First Stage Tested. Design Point
Throttle.
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'gablt, 36. Bladt' and Vane I.:lenlt, nt Ptwiorm;int't, for Rotnr A/St;itor A,
Four-Stas¢ t'.onllguratlon, Flrnt Stagt, Te_tt, d, Peak
Eff te lt,ney Throt t It,.
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